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Abstract

One of the most important forms of routing strategies is called "channel routing".
This approach allows us to reduce the extremely difficult VLSI layout problem to a
collection of simpler subproblems. For channel routing problems, most frequently
mentioned heuristic algorithms use parameters derived from experiments to approach
the routing solution without carefully considering the effect of each selected wire seg
ment to the final routing solution. In this dissertation, we propose a new channel rout
ing algorithm in the two-layer restricted-Manhattan routing model (2-RM) in detail.
There are three phases involved in developing the new routing algorithm. In the
first phase, we distinguish one type of wire from the others using some optimality cri
teria, which makes the selection of a set of best horizontal wire segments for a track
more effective so that good performance o f the generated routing solutions can be
achieved.
In the second phase, we develop a theoretical framework related to two major
data structures, column density and vertical constraint graph, which effectively
improves search efficiency and routing performance.
Finally in the third phase, we develop an efficient powerful heuristic channel
routing algorithm based on the concepts shown in phase one and the theoretical frame
work proposed in phase two.
We highlight the application of our algorithm to the channel routing problems in
the three-layer restricted-Manhattan overlap (3-RM-O) and three-layer Manhattan
overlap (3-M-O) routing models. On many tests we have conducted on the examples
known in the literature, our algorithm has performed as well or better than the existing
algorithms in both 2-RM and 3-M-O routing models. Our experiments show that our
approach has the potential to outperform other algorithms in other routing models.

Chapter 1
Introduction

Efficient chip design reflects the capabilities of the semiconductor lithography in
the areas of logic, circuit, layout, and processing. The strategy behind the routing por
tion of VLSI layout problems is to realize a particular interconnection among different
modules in as small an area as possible.
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Figure 1.1
In figure 1.1, each rectangular region represents a module with some electrical pins,
call terminals and coded by integer numbers, located on each side of the modules. The
set of terminals t, which are to be connected, are referred to as a net i, denoted as Nt.
1
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The area other than modules are referred to as a routing space. Many routing stra
tegies exist for efficient interconnections for the nets among different modules of the
VLSI layout problem.
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Figure 1.2
Normally, the virtual grid is assumed as shown in figure 1.2 and the restrictedManhattan model is adopted, i.e. all the horizontal wire segments are routed in certain
layers and all vertical wire segments in the others, and the connection between wires
in different layers is through electrical contacts called vias.

Figure 1.3
In figure 1.3, to connect net 1, some horizontal and vertical grid lines are assigned
with dots representing the vias.
One of the most common routing strategies contains three steps: placement, glo
bal routing, and detailed channel routing. During the placement step, the logic func
tion is assigned to each module and the relative position of each module and related
terminal locations are determined as shown in figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.4
Before the global routing, all the routing space is divided into rectangular regions
called channels as shown in figure 1.4. One of the criteria is to minimize the total
length o f the lines which are required to divide the routing space into channels.
During the global routing step, a global topology for each net is determined and
each net is decomposed into a set of subnets in different channels.
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Figure 1.5
In figure 1.5, one of a global topology for the nets with terminals located in the chan
nel between the left top and bottom modules is determined.
During the channel routing step, one channel is routed at a time by assigning the
subnet connection to proper routing tracks.

Figure 1.6
Given the global topology for the nets in the channel shown in figure 1.5, one of
detailed routing o f this global topology for this channel is shown in figure 1.6, where
the wires for each subnet are assigned to proper tracks.
Typically, a channel router is designed to route nets that interconnect terminals
on two opposite sides of a channel. Since the interconnection area usually represents a
significant portion of the total area in a typical polycell integrated circuit design, the
primary goal of a channel router is to m inim ize the above interconnection area by
minimizing the number of tracks used. The number of vias and the length of wires are
also important in evaluating the quality of the routing.
Since the channel routing problem has been proven to be NP-complete
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[17,18,19,21,49] and theoretical achievements are limited [11,15,16,20,22,24,36], the
development of heuristic algorithms to approach the routing solution is mandatory.
Since the first channel routing algorithm, called "Left edge," was proposed by Hashimoto and Stevens [1], various algorithms have been proposed. Depending on the res
triction of layers for routing and overlaps, all the routing algorithms normally can be
divided into four categories according to related routing models: (1) the restrictedManhattan non-overlapped model [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,11,35,51], where all the horizontal
and vertical wire segments are restricted to run in certain layers, and no overlap for
any single unit wire segment between different layers is allowed; (2) the restrictedManhattan overlap model [28,37,38,39]; (3) the Manhattan non-overlap model
[15,16,23,24,43,45], which is also referred to as the Knock-knee model; and, (4) the
Manhattan overlap model [8,12,13,1 4,31,39,40]. Recently, Ho, Iyengar and Zheng
[51] proposed a heuristic channel routing algorithm for the restricted-Manhattan non
overlap model, which is the base of the proposed routing algorithm presented in this
dissertation.
For channel routing problems, the most frequently mentioned algorithms use
parameters derived from experiments to approach the routing solution without care
fully considering the effect of each selected wire segment to the final routing solution.
In this dissertation, we first distinguish one type of wires from the others using some
optimality criteria, which make the selection of a set of most desirable horizontal wire
segments for a track more effective so that good performance of the generated routing
solutions can be achieved. Second, we discuss how different types of wire affect two
major data structures, column density and vertical constraint graph. We also discuss
how the derived theorems on which our algorithms are based can help other existing
routing algorithms to improve search efficiency and routing performance. Third, based
on the theorems derived from the analysis of the effect of each type of wire upon
column density and vertical constraint graph, and using defined optimality criteria,
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and the dynamic programming technique, we develop an effective and powerful chan
nel routing algorithm. We also discuss the application of this flexible proposed routing
algorithm to the three-layer routers in restricted-Manhattan overlap (3-RM-O) and
Manhattan overlap (3-M-O) routing models.
The merits of the proposed algorithm are its simplicity, generality, flexibility,
and effectiveness. The data structures used in this algorithm are column density, verti
cal constraint graph, and span of each net, which are all the information we need to
select the wires. Due to the generality of the proposed algorithm, it is easy to expand
the algorithm to switch-box, multi-layer, Manhattan, overlap, non-rectangular chan
nel, and three-dimensional routing models without extensive modification. Since the
algorithm is flexible, any parameter proved better can be applied in the current algo
rithm. With time complexity 0(wnc), where w is the channel width of the final routing
solution, n is the number of nets, and c is the number of available columns, our algo
rithm found the best solutions for most benchmark difficult examples given in the
literatures [3,6,8].
The algorithm routes the wires in track by track fashion. First, all the candidate
endpoints are selected. Then, the candidate wire segments with both endpoints as can
didate endpoints are selected. With the dynamic programming technique, to find an
optimal set of non-overlapped horizontal wire segments for one track, an optimality
criteria should be defined. Pointers between the candidate endpoints are constructed
according to the defined optimality criteria in a manner such that by following the
pointers, the optimal set of non-overlapped horizontal wire segments can always be
found. Since only a subset of all possible wire segments is crucial to the performance
of the routing solution, the problems of how to find the subset of possible wires as
candidate wires, of how to define the optimality criteria through some currently
known knowledge, and of how to select the optimal set of non-overlapped wire seg
ments from the set of candidate wires will be the key issues which will be discussed in
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the following chapters.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In chapter 2, some
basic concepts and terminologies are introduced. In chapter 3, we review the literature
for both theory and heuristics. The analysis of wiring effects on both column density
and the vertical constraint graph are given in chapters 4 and 5, respectively. The algo
rithm is presented in chapter 6, and the time complexity analysis is given in chapter 7.
In chapter 8, we demonstrate the extension of the proposed routing algorithm to the
three-layer channel router. The experimental results are shown in chapter 9. In chapter
10, we briefly summarize the contribution and discuss the future potential of this rout
ing algorithm in other routing models.

Chapter 2
Background

A conceptual channel routing space S(wJJt) with width equal to w, length equal
to /, and number of available layers equal to h, can be defined as a set of three dimen
sional grid points (x,y,z), where 0£x£/+i, Ofiy^w+i, l a n d

a set of grid edges of

unit length which connects all the adjacent grid points. A set of straight lines which
connect all the grid points ( x j^ ) with x=i ( y=j or z=k ) is referred to as i* column (J*
track or k* layer). Normally, the 0* colum n, the (1+1)* column, and the 0* track, and
(w+l)rt track are referred to as the left, right, bottom, and top boundary of the channel
respectively. A grid point located in a boundary of the channel is referred to as a
boundary grid point. A channel with width w, length /, and number of available layers
h can be defined by an S (w jji) with all the terminals, coded as non-zero integers,
located in the top and bottom side boundary grid points, and wire connections defined
in the left and right boundaries of the channel.
If all the terminals are located in the boundary grid point (x y x ) without any pair
of x and y values the same in a channel, it is called a two dimensional channel. Other
wise, it is called a three dimensional channel. Since h represents the number of avail
able layers, we also can distinguish a channel by the number of layers available, cal
ling it an h -layer channel.
Let net i, denoted as

, be the set of terminals i located in the top and bottom

boundaries of the channel and n be the total number of nets. The net containing k ter
minals is also referred to as a k-terminal net. The major purpose of most channel
routers is to find a set of wires W=\^j wit where l£i£n with minimum channel width w
such that each W; is a subgraph of the grid connecting all the terminals in net i, and
WinWj=0 if /* /, which is referred to as the wiring requirement. A routing model is a
10
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set of rules which specify the way that wires are assigned to the routing space
If a routing model specifies that all the vertical wire segments of W are restricted to
run in specific layers and all the horizontal wire segments of W are restricted to run in
the rest of the layers, it is referred to as the restricted Manhattan routing model; other
wise, it is referred to as the Manhatt an routing model. If a routing model which do
not allow any overlap of unit wire segments in different layers, it is referred to as the
non-overlap routing model; otherwise, it is referred to as the overlap routing model.
For a given CRP with k layers fo r routing, combining above two wiring constraints,
there are four major routing models:
(1) k-layer restricted-Manhattan overlap (fc-RM-O),
(2) k-layer restricted-Manhattan non-overlap (Jfc-RM-NO),
(3) k-layer Manhattan overlap (k -M-O), and
(4) k-layer Manhattan non-overlap (jfc-M-NO) routing models.
A CRP in the i-R M -0 routing model can be referred to as a Jfc-RM-O-CRP. Similarly,
we have three other CRPs fc-RM-NO-CRP, £-M-O-CRP, and A-M-NO-CRP.
In addition to the terminals located in the top and bottom side boundaries of the
channel, if there are also some terminals located in the left and right boundary of the
channel, then the channel routing problem is called a switch-box routing problem. The
channel routing problem is a special case of the switch-box routing problem with all
terminals located in left and right boundaries of the channel degenerated to non
terminal, which is coded as zero. Traditionally, the switch-box problem is more
difficult than the channel routing problem. If possible, we want to avoid this kind of
problem.
In this dissertation, what we want to deal with is the two-dimensional two-layer
restricted-Manhattan non-overlapped channel routing problem. Since the twodimensional channel is the most common one we deal with, and in the two-layer
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restricted-Manhattan channel routing problem, no overlap is possible, later in this
dissertation, we simply refer to this problem as the two-layer restricted-Manhattan
channel routing problem ( 2-RM-CRP ), or finding a routing solution in the 2-RM
routing model without further explanation. For convenience and to reduce the number
of explanations required in the chapters to come later, some related concepts and ter
minologies are introduced in the remainder of this chapter.
Normally, the terminals located in the top and bottom sides of the channel in
column k, are referred to as top-side and bottom-side terminals of column A, and are
denoted as tk and bk respectively. The left bound of the net i, denoted as /(ty), is
defined as column 0 if the net i should connect through the left boundary o f the chan
nel; otherwise, it is defined as the minimum column k such that tk=i or bk=i, 1<k£l.
Similarly, the right bound of the net i, denoted as r(ty), is defined as column /+l if the
net i should connect through the right boundary of the channel; otherwise, it is defined
as the maximum column k such that tk=i or bk=i, 1<k<i. The span of the net i is
referred to as the set of column k where

(//,). The total span o f a given 2-

H

RM-CRP is defined as 'Zr(Niyi(N i). The total span also defines the lower bound o f the
i» l

length of the horizontal wire segments required to achieve the routing defined by the
given 2-RM-CRP. The local density o f column k, denoted as dk, is defined as the
minimum number o f horizontal wires that should pass or stop in column k to accom
plish the routing defined by the 2-RM-CRP, with the assumption of one horizontal
wire for each n e t More explicitly, dk is defined as the number of

such that

l(Ni)<k<r(Ni). The channel density, denoted as dmlx, is defined as the maximum dit
where 1<d<netno. The column with local density equal to dmn is referred to as the dm„column since it plays an important role in guiding the routing in the proposed algo
rithm. In 2-RM-CRP dma clearly defines the lower bound of the channel width since
for each column in each track, at most only one horizontal wire for some net can be
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routed.
For a given 2-RM-CRP, in addition to that the channel width is strictly constrainted by d ^ , it is also well known that the routing solution W also needs to satisfy
the following condition:
Given a 2-RM-CRP, for any column k with tk=i, bk=j, i*0, yVO, and 1V7, the hor
izontal wire segment of

which connects with tk through a vertical wire seg

ment in column k, should be above the horizontal wire segment of Wj which con
nects with bk through a vertical wire segment in column k.
This kind of constraints can be characterized by a vertical constraint graph
Gvc=<yvc£vc)> where
Vvc={v, | there exists a column k such that tk=i and bk=j, or tk=j and bk=i, where
i*Qj*Qj*j) and
Eve={vi—tvj | there exists a column k such that tk=i and bk=j, where i*Oj*Q,i*j]
Normally, we say that v, is an ancestor vertex of yy if there exists a route combined by
the edges in

that v, can follow to reach the y, . In this case, we also say that vj is the

descendant vertex of vf. When i>y, we also refer to v; as a non-trivial ancestor vertex
of vj and v} as a non-trivial descendant vertex of v4. For a given net i, if the
corresponding v, does not have a non-trivial ancestor vertex, then the net i is referred
to as a free net, since such nets can be routed at any time if the space is available.
From this definition, all the net i with v,-e Vw are free nets.
Gve may contain cycles. To break the cycles, some edges included in the cycles
should be deleted. If we denote the set of edges which are deleted for breaking the
cycles as Ee, then the resulting acyclic vertical constraint graph can be denoted as
Gmc=(y

where En is the set of acyclic vertical constraints, Ec is the set of cyclic

vertical constraints, and En=Evc-Ec. Obviously, there is more than one Gmc that can be
generated from G^, depending on the choice of Ec.
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From the routing point of view, it is well known that to break a cycle, at least one
of the wire segments for net i with the corresponding v, in VK in the cycle should be
assigned to different tracks using a vertical wire segment in column k to connect these
two separated wire segments for net i. In such a case, we say that the wire for net i has
a dogleg in column k (or the wire for net i doglegs in column k ). Of course, in addi
tion to breaking the cycle, the dogleg is frequently used to assign more horizontal wire
segments in each track and make the routing of a 2-RM-CRP more compact. How
ever, there are two obvious disadvantages for introducing a dogleg. First, when a
dogleg for net i is introduced in column k, it will force the net i to occupy two tracks
in column k. Since the local density of a column is defined as the minimum number of
horizontal wires that should pass or stop in column k with the assumption of one hor
izontal wire per net, we can say that when a dogleg is introduced in column k, the
local density of column k will increase by one globally. Since the channel density is
the maximum local density, it is possible that the introduced dogleg may increase the
channel density, which is absolutely undesirable. Normally, we prefer to have a
dogleg in a lower density column. Second, when a dogleg for net i occurs in column
k, if tk=0, bk=j, j*0 and j* it then in the new 2-RM-CRP, a new vertical constraint
v, -»vy is introduced. Poor selection of the column for a dogleg for a certain net may
generate a new cyclic vertical constraint. If possible, we want to avoid this kind of
dogleg.
Since the Gvc may contain cycles, the ancestor-descendant relationship between
vertices in Gmc is not clearly defined. Therefore, the GK containing cycles will not be
accurate and explicit enough to be a guideline for routing the net without vertical con
straint violations. In chapter 5, we will show how to solve this problem effectively
from the routing point of view with the consideration of minimizing the channel
width.
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In this dissertation, we discuss the channel routing algorithm for 2-RM-CRP in
detail. This algorithm will be the framework for other algorithms to be developed in
other routing models in the future work. The algorithm developed in this dissertation,
which routes the nets in track-by-track fashion, is based on the concept o f utilizing the
current track to make the rest o f the routing problem easier before going to the next
track.

Chapter 3
Literature Review

In this chapter, we briefly review the achievements and algorithms related to
channel routing problems in VLSI design automation in both theoretical and heuristic
aspects.
Channel width is the major concern in most CRP instances. Theoretically, two
main directions are studied. One is to design a routing algorithm that guarantees the
completion of the routing solution for the given CRP instance in a certain routing
model, within the upper bound number of tracks. Apparently, we want the upper
bound to be as small as possible. The second direction is to find a lower bound
number of tracks which is required to complete the routing solution in a certain rout
ing model for the given CRP instance. Finding the lower bound is important, since it
gives the signal to all the existing routing algorithms when to stop looking for an
impossibly better routing solution. Similarly, we want the lower bound to be as large
as possible. Normally, the upper bound and lower bound are related to the dmt, of the
given CRP instance and the routing model adopted. Since the number of vias and the
length of wires are also important in evaluating the quality o f the routing solution, the
bounds for th e number of vias and length of wires are also discussed in some cases.
For a given CRP with channel density equal to

the best upper bound of

channel width in 3-M-NO routing model derived is 24m„ - l [24,43,44,45]. If all the
nets are restricted to be three-terminal nets, the upper bound can also be reduced to
f

[45]. If all the nets are restricted to be two-terminal nets with two terminals

located in different sides of the channel, the best upper bound in the 2-M-NO routing
model is also 24 ^ -1 [15].
16
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Due to progress in the VLSI fabrication technique, more layers available for
routing can be expected in the near future. Recently, more research has been devoted
to the CRP in multi-layer routing models with different restrictions [20,31,39,47].
No technique has been developed currently to deal with the CRP with reasonable
upper bound of channel width in both 2-RM and 3-RM-O routing models. This is the
topic we studied in this dissertation.
Theoretically, for any given CRP instance, the lower bounds of channel width
required to achieve the routing solutions are

k

p -r^ l, 4m,,-1, and
k

in the k-

M-O, *-RM -0, Jfc-M-NO, and Jt-RM-NO routing models, respectively. Apparently, the
above lower bounds are not realistic, and better lower bounds are expected in different
routing models.
For a given CRP instance, if all the nets are restricted to be two-terminal nets,
then a lower bound VZn of channel width, where n is the number of nets, with a con
stant factor greater than the optimal one, is shown in [11]. Other lower bounds in dif
ferent routing models with different restrictions are also discussed in [36,46].
From the above observations, it is not difficult to visualize that the theoretical
achievements in the channel routing problem are very limited. Most lower bounds are
derived under certain assumptions which are not realistic. For most upper bounds
derived, due to the care which should be taken to guarantee the completion of the
routing solution for any given CRP instance, the quality of the upper bound is not
acceptable in the real world. Although with the above drawbacks, the theoretical con
tribution in the channel routing problems can not be denied since a lot of concepts
implied and deterministic routing algorithms developed are very helpful when we
consider the heuristic routing algorithms. Apparently, considering the routing perfor
mance, the development of a good heuristic algorithm for the channel routing problem
is appropriate. The review of the proposed heuristic channel routing algorithms is
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shown as follows.
Since the first channel routing algorithm, the "Left-Edge Algorithm" (LEA), was
proposed by Hashimoto and Stevens, channel routing problems have been extensively
studied. Among these proposed algorithms, they can be divided into two categories
according to the way they approach the solutions. Normally, there are two ways to
approach the solutions; one is column-oriented, which assigns the wire segments to
eack track from left to right in column-by-column fashion [4,5,28,50]; the other is
track-oriented, which assigns the wire segments to each track in track-by-track fashion
[1,2,3,6,8,31,38]. As we mentioned before, the routing algorithms can also be divided
into four categories according to the routing models adopted, i.e., the algorithms in the
M -0 routing model [8,12,13,14,31,39,40], in the R M -0 routing model [28,37,38,39],
in the M-NO routing model [15,16,23,24,43,45], and the algorithms in the RM-NO
routing model [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,11,35,51].
To give an overview of the currently existing heuristic channel routing algo
rithms, in the following, we briefly describe the concepts and methodology behind the
representative channel routing algorithms and give appropriate comments.
The left-edge algorithm [1] assigns wire segments for the most left available free
net to minimize the channel width. If d„„=0, i.e., no vertical constraints exist for the
given CRP instance, then such a method to assign the wires always generates the
optimal routing solution. The problem is the assumption is unrealistic.
The constrained left-edge algorithm [2] applies the left-edge algorithm with the
consideration of vertical constraints using branch-and-bound technique. If each net is
restricted to be assigned into one track, then this algorithm always generates optimal
routing solutions. Apparently, this assumption is so restrictive that a good quality of
routing solution is prohibited.
The dogleg channel router [3] considers the doglegs o f nets and implements the
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algorithm with two parameters: range, which controls the number of doglegs of each
net. and routing sequence, which is intended to increase the ratio of hitting the optimal
routing solution. The paper first presents the benchmark problem and achieves the
routing solution in dm„+l tracks, where d mix=19. Since no solid routing theories are
based for this algorithm, even though all possibilities have been tried, the optimal
routing solution was still not found.
Kawanoto and Kajitani [50] proposed a column-by-column router that guaran
tees the completion of the routing solution with the upper bound of channel width
equal to dro„+l, but additional columns are needed. Thus, the goal of this router is to
minimize the number of extra columns used. With some modification in [50], the
greedy router [4] is the first successful router in column-by-column fashion. It routes
the benchmark problem in 4„„+l tracks.
Yoshimura and Kuh [6] proposed a channel router based on the graph theory
concepts such that the routing is guided by merging nets in the vertical constraint
graph. It also routes the benchmark problem in

tracks.

The hierarchical-channel router [7] applies the techniques of linear programming
with the estimated number of vias in the considered routing area and divide and con
quer to solve the CRP. It first successfully routes the benchmark problem in
tracks.
YACR2 [8] and CHAMELEON [31] both are based on a modified LEA to assign
the horizontal wire segments and remove vertical constraint violations by exploiting
the "free" space with simple maze-routing techniques. These routers allow the over
laps and tl.e wire segments to run in alternative layers, which is different.
MIGHTY [12] is strongly based on backtracking (reroute) to approach the
optimal routing solution. Two types of backtracking are defined: the weak
modification which pushes aside existing connections without removing them to make
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room for the blocked connections, and the strong modification, which is invoked when
weak modification fails, that removes blocking connections. Obviously, this kind of
method is expensive and no solid routing theories are based on it.
The general purpose router [5] is realized by solving individual columns and then
combining them using a matching process. The diagonal wire segments assigned in
different layers to avoid the vertical constraint violation is also a new concept intro
duced in this paper.

Chapter 4
Theoretical Framework Part I
The Analysis of Wiring Effects to the Column Density

In this and the next section, we present a formal theoretical framework for the
proposed new algorithm. More importantly, we discuss the correctness of proof of the
proposed new algorithm.
Since the proposed routing algorithm is in track-by-track fashion, the routing
solution of a given 2-RM-CRP is the union of the routing for the topmost track and the
routing solution o f the new 2-RM-CRP. Since the

can only be decreased at most

by one through the routing of one track, for a given 2-RM-CRP instance, to achieve an
optimal routing solution, not only do we want to find a set of non-overlapped wire
segments F such that after it is routed, the channel density of the new 2-RM-CRP
but also we want to achieve the routing solution of the new 2-RM-CRP in
dm.i-1 tracks. So apparently, in selecting an F for a given 2-RM-CRP, two things need
to be considered: finding an F for the topmost track such that after F is routed,
and considering the effects generated for the new 2-RM-CRP after F is
routed that directly affect the possibility of achieving the routing solution of the new
2-RM-CRP in d ^ .,-1 tracks. It is obvious that to approach an optimal routing solution,
both factors stated above should be considered simultaneously in each 2-RM-CRP
instance.
Currently, from our understanding, the effects generated for the new 2-RM-CRP
by routing the F can be divided into two parts: one is related to column density, which
will be discussed in this chapter, the other is related to the structure of
be discussed in the next chapter.
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which will
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4.1 Definitions of Feasible Wires

For the 2-RM-CRP instance, it is not difficult to visualize that the endpoints of
each horizontal wire segment for net i routed in the topmost track should be located in
the column k such that its related top-side terminal tk=0 or tk- i , otherwise the wiring
requirement will be violated. The set of possible endpoints for net i satisfying the
above condition is called the set of feasible endpoints for net i. The set of feasible
endpoints for net i is denoted as FE;. Apparently, in the final routing solution of a 2RM-CRP instance, if we look at the lower i tracks as a sub-2-RM-CRP instance with
track i-fl and track 0 as the top and bottom boundaries of the channel, the facts
described above always hold since they are a necessary condition for all the routed
horizontal wires in the routing solutions of all the 2-RM-CRP instances. We call the
topmost horizontal wire connected by two feasible endpoints the feasible wire. The
feasible wire for net i is denoted as

The set of all possible feasible wires for net i is

denoted as Ft. Knowing the property of feasible wires does not help us to solve the 2RM-CRP instance, since trying to choose wires from all the possible feasible wires in
each sub-2-RM-CRP instance to form a routing solution exactly has the same complex
nature

as

the

original

2-RM-CRP

instance,

already

proven

as

NP-

complete[17,18,19,49]. In fact, there is only one subset of feasible wires which is cru
cial to the quality of the routing result that needs to be considered. In this chapter, we
want to show facts which are important in selecting the subset of the feasible wires as
the candidate wires with the consideration of column density.
Let us take a look at the feasible wires, which can be categorized into three types
according to the related spans: for a given feasible wire /,•, we call it a type 1 feasible
wire if / , is totally inside the span of net i; we call it a type 3 feasible wire if it is
totally outside the span of net /; otherwise, we call it a type 2 feasible wire. The
existence of type 1 and 2 feasible wires is very understandable. The type 3 feasible
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wires are undesirable and we leave them as an open problem. In chapter 6, we will
prove why type 3 feasible wires are undesireable from the defined parameters G and
L. Later in this dissertation, when we refer to feasible wires, we mean only type 1 and
type 2 feasible wires.

4.2 Definitions of Four Types of Unsafe Wire

Since d ^ clearly defines the lower bound of the channel width of a given 2RM-CRP instance, and the most we can decrease d ^ x through the routing of each
track in 2-RM-CRP instance is one, if we want to achieve the channel routing in
tracks, we should decrease dmxx by one through the routing of each track if possible. If
the routing solution with channel width of d ^ exists, then in each track we always
can find a set of non-overlapped feasible w ires, denoted as F, which can decrease d^x
by one. At the beginning, optimistically we assume that a routing solution with chan
nel width of dan tracks exists. Under this assumption, some of the feasible wires will
not be considered, since if they are routed, either the decrease of d ^ by one for the
new 2-RM-CRP instance or the completion of the routing solution for the new 2-RMCRP in rfnum-l tracks will be impossible. This is referred to as a d^-related problem.
In the following, let us look at what kinds of feasible wires will generate the dmxxrelated problem.
We call a feasible wire / f (either type 1 or type 2) as type 1 unsafe wire if at least
one of its endpoints is located in a column k such that dk=dmxx and k*l(Ni) and k±r(N;).
Theorem 4.2.1: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance with channel density equal to

and a

set of non-overlapped feasible wires F, if there exists a type 1 unsafe w ir e /.e f , then
after the routing of F in the topmost track, the channel density of the new 2-RM-CRP
instance d^lx>dmlx.
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Proof: Since /,- is a type 1 unsafe wire, at least one of it endpoints is located in a
column k such that dt =d

.k*l(N;), and Jfc*r(fy). Since k*l(Ni) and /fc*r(/V,), to connect

the net i , a dogleg for net i will occur in column k . Due to the fact that dk is defined as
the minimum number of passing nets with the assumption of one net per track, and the
fact that the dogleg happened in column k, net i will be forced to occupy one more
track in column it in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP instances, after the routing of /,-,
dk=dmtx- Since channel density is defined as the maximum local density, d ^ z d ^ .

□
Let l(fi) be the column where the left endpoint of /,- is located and r(f{) be the
column where the right endpoint of / f is located. The span of f t is referred to as the set
of column jfc, where /(/,)sfc<r (/,-). When a feasible wire/,- is routed, it is not necessary
that all the bottom-side terminals bk in the span of f t can be connected with /,- by a
vertical wire segment without violating the wiring requirement in the new 2-RM-CRP
instance if tk*0 and tk*i. This kind of bottom-side terminal is referred to as an unconnectable bottom-side terminal. To solve this problem, the unconnectable bk can be
connected to a feasible endpoint in / f in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP instances by a
Manhattan wire which is the union of some vertical and horizontal wire segments. In
fact, the wire connection between the unconnectable bk and the feasible endpoint in /,
is totally independent to the original net definition. If we look at such a kind of wire
connection as a new net, the new net definition generated in this way is called in-span
net-splitting since it occurs within the span of/,-. If /(/,)>/(A/i), r(/,-)<r(A/,), and all the
unconnectable bottom-side terminals, if they exist, have been solved by the in-span
net-splitting, then there is no need to reroute a feasible wire for net i through the span
of f i in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP instance. So, in fact, under this circumstance, the
net i left to /(/",) and the net i right to /-(/,) can be treated as different nets and can be
routed independently. The new net definition generated in this way is called out-span
net-splitting since it occurs outside the span of /,-. Generally speaking, the concept of
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net-splitting is to divide a net into a few sub-nets which are each considered indepen
dently. Since before the net-splitting, all the sub-nets are connected directly or
indirectly with each other, when the routing of each sub-net is finished, the routing of
the original net is also finished. When net-splitting is necessary as stated above but is
not split, some redundant horizontal wires will occur in the final routing solution. If it
happens in the rf^-column, then it will directly increase the channel width. Due to the
complex nature of the 2-RM-CRP instance, net-splitting is unavoidable to approach a
better routing solution. In chapter 6, we will discuss how to split the net optimally, if
necessary, through some optimality criteria.
As mentioned above, when a feasible wire / , is routed, it is possible that some
unconnectable bottom-side terminals exist. Although all the unconnectable bottomside terminals can be solved by splitting the net properly, splitting the net may cause
the rfmiJl-related problem. Obviously, there are many ways to connect the unconnect
able bottom-side terminals. But for some given /,■ with some unconnectable bottomside terminals, no matter what ways we connect them with the feasible endpoints in

,

the J m„-related problem always exists. The wire having this kind of problem is called
a type 2 unsafe wire which is formally defined as follows:
For a given feasible wire / , , if there exists an unconnectable bottom-side termi
nal which cannot be connected by a Manhattan wire w; to any feasible endpoint
in fi without some horizontal portion of /n, overlapped with the d^-colum n, we
call this kind of wire a type 2 unsafe wire.
Theorem 4.2.2: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance with channel density equal to d„., and a
set of non-overlapped feasible wires F, if there exists a type 2 unsafe wire / , e F , after
the routing of F in the topmost track, the channel density of the new 2-RM-CRP
instance
Proof: Since /; is a type 2 unsafe wire, there exists at least an unconnectable bottom-
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side terminal bk which cannot be connected to any feasible endpoint in /,• without
crossing the dm„-column. So in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP instances, to connect the bk
with /, , some dm„-columns should be passed by net * one more time. Therefore, the
channel density of the new 2-RM-CRP instance

□
For a type 2 feasible wire / ,, some portion of /,• will stay outside the span of net
i. The following two theorems are related to the effects of routing type 2 feasible
wires.
Theorem 4.2.3: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance with channel density equal to 4„», and a
type 2 feasible wire / , , after the routing of /, in the topmost track, for the column k
which is in the span of f { but out o f the span of net / , the new density di=dk+1.
Proof: Since some portion of / , is outside the span of net i, then there exists at least
one endpoint of /,• which is outside the span of net i and which will define the new
l'(Ni) (or r‘(Ni)) for net i in the new 2-RM-CRP instance, and the other possible nearest
new r'(/v.) (or /'(ty)) will be the original /(A/;-) (or r(W,)). The effect is that the columns
outside the original span of net i and passed by f , should be passed by net i in the sub
sequent 2-RM-CRP instances which is not defined in the original 2-RM-CRP instance.
Therefore, the local densities o f these columns will increase by one in the new 2-RMCRP instance.

□
Theorem 4.2.4: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance with channel density equal to

and a

set of non-overlapped feasible wires F , after the routing of F , if the new density dk>dk,
the column k is in the span of som e/, in F.
Proof: For the column k which is not passed by some/,- in F, after the routing of F , if
dk>dk (i.e. d'k=dk+\), the only possibility is one of its adjacent feasible wire /,• in F is a
type 3 feasible wire. Since the type 3 feasible wire is not considered at the beginning,
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after / , is routed, if di>dk, we can immediately conclude that column k is in the span
of some f i in /7.

□
Given an F , from the theorem 4.2.3, it is very easy to see that if there exists a
4m«*column which is in the span of some f ^ F but out of the span of Nit then no
matter how well the rest of the wires in F are selected, after F is routed, the channel
density of the new 2-RM-CRP instance is equal to d ^ + l. For the same reason, instead
o f dm„-column, if there exists a column with local density equal to dm„ - l, then the
channel density of the new 2-RM-CRP instance will be no less than
given type 2 feasible wire
f i and out of the span of

So for a

if the maximum local density of columns in the span of
is no less than

we call this kind of wire a type 3

unsafe wire.
Theorem 4.2.5: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance with channel density equal to dmlx, and a
set of non-overlapped feasible wires F , if there exists a type 3 unsafe wire /,• in F ,
after F is routed in the topmost track, the channel density of the new 2-RM-CRP
instance d'ma-2dmu.
Proof: Directly from the discussions after theorem 4.2.5 and the definition of type 3
unsafe wire.

□
In the above discussions, we discuss the unsafe wires such that if any kind of
these wires is routed, it will make the decrease of d ^ by one for the new 2-RM-CRP
impossible. In the following, we want to discuss another type of unsafe wire such that
the routing of this kind of wire will make the completion of the routing solution for
the new 2-RM-CRP in d ^ - l track impossible even though fortunately the channel
density of the new 2-RM-CRP is decreased by one through the routing o f the currently
considered track.
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Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, we say it contains diagonal terminals for net i
between columns it 1 and k2 if there exist two columns *1 and k l such that tkX~bk^ i ,
bki=j, tkz=m, where j*0, m*0, j* i, and m*i and

where k \<i<k2. A pair of diago

nal terminals between columns k l and k2 where no routing of

tracks in the span

of Jfcl to k,2 without vertical constraint violation exists is referred to as a diagonalterminal problem. For a given 2-RM-CRP, the diagonal-terminal problem can be
detected as follows.
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procedure DETECT-DIAGONAL-TERMINAL-PROBLEM
if there exist number of

not equal to number of NJt with r(N,)=jfc, l(N})=jfc+i, and

k\<k<kl then
report diagonal-terminal problem
Let Ti = { i } for all Nt
for all column k , w herek\<k<k2Ao
if there exist one Nt with r(A/, )=Jk
T{=TiyjTj, where l(Nj)=k+1, for all ieTfuTj
else if there exist two tk, bk with r(tk)=r(bky=k then
Ti=Tuv T ^ for aU ie T huTUa
Tj=TbtuTh't for all je T ^ U T ^
endif
Gw= (T £ ),E = 0 , T=0

for k = k 1 to k2 do
if tk=i a n d bk=j and i*0 and yVO and i*j then
if Tj is not an ancestor vertex of T, then
E=Eu { T ^ T j }

T=TuTi<uTj
else
report diagonal-terminal problem
endif
endif
endfor
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end DETECT-DIAGONAL-TERMINAL-PROBLEM
In the above procedure, two things are checked to detect the diagonal-terminal
problem. First, we want to make sine that a pair of nets Nt and Nj exist with
r(N,)=/(W;>-l if

or dm y=dtwyi=dm*i- Second, we want to make sure

that no implicit cycle exists, which is generated from considering the routing in the
span of columns it 1 to it 2 in

tracks. If any of these conditions is violated, definitely

to complete the routing in the span of columns it 1 to k2 in dm tracks will be impossi
ble as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.6: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance with channel density equal to 4m„, if it
contains a diagonal-terminal problem, the channel width of the given 2-RM-CRP
instance
Proof: Directly from the definition and detection of the diagonal-terminal problem as
shown above.

□
From the above theorem, the new type of unsafe wire can be defined as follows:
Given a 2-RM-CRP instance and a feasible wire

if after the feasible wire /,• is

routed, a diagonal-terminal problem is generated for the new 2-RM-CRP, then we call
this kind of wire a type 4 unsafe wire. The following theorem concerns the type 4
unsafe wire.
T heorem 4.2.7: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance with channel density equal to dmtx and a
set o f non-overlapped feasible wires F , if there exists a type 4 unsafe wire

in F ,

after F is routed in the topmost track, the channel width of the new 2-RM-CRP

Proof: As we have mentioned before, for a given 2-RM-CRP instance and a set of
non-overlapped horizontal wire segments F , after F is routed, the best case for the
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channel density o f the new 2-RM-CRP is

= 4,^-1. If F contains a type 4 unsafe

wire, from the above observation and theorem 4.2.6, it is not difficult to visualize that
the channel width of the new 2-RM-CRP

.

□
4.3 Construction o f The Set o f Non-Overlapped Safe W ires

Given a feasible wire, if it is not any type o f unsafe wire, we call it a safe wire;
otherwise, we call it an unsafe wire. For the convenience o f reference, we also refer to
a safe wire as a type 1 or type 2 safe wire depending on whether it is a type 1 or type 2
feasible wire respectively.
If we pay some attention to these four types o f unsafe wire, it is not difficult to
see that the type 1, type 3, and type 4 unsafe wires are endpoint-related unsafe wires,
and a type 2 unsafe wire is a connection-related unsafe wire. To put it in another way,
the type 1, type 3 and type 4 unsafe wires are generated by improper choice o f end
points, and type 2 unsafe wires are generated by improper wire connections between
feasible endpoints. So, if we restrict the feasible endpoints a little bit, the type 1, type
3, and type 4 unsafe wires will be eliminated. In the following, we show the way to
delete all the troublesome feasible endpoints.
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procedure CONSTRUCT-SAFE-ENDPOINTS
Let /(IV,) and r(Nt) be the left and right bound of net i respectively.
Let P ij be the j A endpoint in EE,.
Let c (Pij) be the column where ptJ is located,
for all net i do
SEi=FEi

for all p ^ in SE, do
if ( (de(P,Jr d m« and c(p(VM(A/,) and c(pij)*r(N,)) or (c(pIJ)>r(A/I) and
<*rw>=4n«) or (c(Pij)<l(Nt) and

or

and (r(/v,)<*£c(plV)

or c(Pij)<Jc<l(Ni))) or type4_unsqfe_wire(i,c(Pij)y=l) then
SEi=SEj - { pi j }

endfor
endfor
end CONSTRUCT-SAFE-ENDPOINTS
The concept of the above procedure with the function type4_unsafe_wire to delete
all the troublesome feasible endpoints is based on the theorems 4.2.1,4.2.5, and 4.2.7.
After applying the procedure CONSTRUCT-SAFE-ENDPOINTS, the remaining feasi
ble endpoints for net i are also called safe endpoints for net *. The set of safe end
points for net i is denoted as SE,-. A feasible wire/,- connected by two safe endpoints is
also called a restricted safe wire, denoted as rs{ , since this kind of wire is free of being
a type 1, type 3, or type 4 unsafe wire, but can possibly be a type 2 unsafe wire. Simi
larly, the set of all restricted-safe wires rs, is denoted as ES, .
Theorem 4.3.1: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, and a restricted-safe wire rsit rst will
never be a type 1, type 3, or type 4 unsafe wire.
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Proof: Directly from the definition of type 1, type 3, and type 4 unsafe wires and the
construction of SE,.

□
From the properties of restricted-safe wires, it is not difficult to define a set of
safe wires which is free of being any kind of unsafe wire. Let us denote a safe wire for
net i as s4- and the set o f st as
S i= [rsj

Irr.e/W,- and

rs,

. Apparently,
is not a type 2 unsafe wire).

The following theorem shows a very useful property related to safe wires which will
be applied directly in the proof of theorem 4.3.3.
Theorem 4.3.2:

G iv e n a

2-RM-CRP

i n s t a n c e w ith c h a n n e l d e n s i t y e q u a l t o 4 m„ a n d a

s a f e w i r e si t a f t e r s; i s r o u t e d i n t h e t o p m o s t tr a c k , t h e n e w d e n s i t y
l(si)< k ^ r(.si) a n d n o d i a g o n a l - te r m in a l p r o b l e m is g e n e r a t e d f o r t h e n e w

w h e re

2-RM-CRP.

Proof: Directly from theorems 4.2.1,4.2.3,4.2.5, and 4.2.7.

□
F ro m th e o re m

4.3.2,

i t i s n o t d i f f ic u lt t o c o m e u p w i t h a n e c e s s a r y a n d s u f f ic ie n t

c o n d i t i o n w h i c h g u a r a n te e s t h a t a f t e r a s e t o f n o n - o v e r l a p p e d f e a s i b le w i r e s F is
r o u t e d i n t h e t o p m o s t tr a c k , 4 , ^ = 4 m„ - l a n d n o d i a g o n a l - te r m in a l p r o b l e m is g e n 
e ra te d fo r th e n e w

Theorem 4.3.3:

2-RM-CRP.

G iv e n

a 2-RM-CRP

i n s t a n c e w ith c h a n n e l d e n s i t y e q u a l t o 4 m„ a n d a

s e t o f n o n - o v e r l a p p e d s a f e w i r e s S , i f a ll t h e 4 mix- c o lu m n s a r e i n t h e s p a n o f s o m e s, in
S , a fte r S is ro u te d , th e c h a n n e l d e n s ity o f th e n e w

2-RM-CRP

a n d n o d i a g o n a l - t e r m i n a l p r o b l e m is g e n e r a t e d f o r t h e n e w

i n s t a n c e 4 ^ I I = 4 m„ - l

2-RM-CRP.

P r o o f : S in c e a ll t h e 4 ^ . . - c o lu m n s a r e i n t h e s p a n o f s o m e s, in S , f r o m t h e o r e m

4.2.4,

th e i n c r e a s e o f l o c a l d e n s i t y o n l y h a p p e n s i n th e c o l u m n w h i c h i s i n th e s p a n o f s o m e
Si i n S , a n d f r o m t h e o r e m

4.3.2,

w e k n o w t h a t th e n e w l o c a l d e n s i t i e s o f a l l t h e 4 m„ -

c o l u m n s w ill b e 4 max- l a n d a ll th e l o c a l d e n s i t i e s w h i c h a r e i n c r e a s e d a r e n e v e r g r e a t e r
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than dnax-1. Therefore, the channel density o f the new 2-RM-CRP instance
4ra.*=4m«-l- Also, since all the wire segments are safe wires, from theorem 4.2.7, we
also can conclude that no diagonal-terminal problem is generated for the new 2-RMCRP.

□
So, from theorem 4.3.3, it is clear that for a given 2-RM-CRP with channel den
sity equal to d ^ , if we want to decrease the channel density of the new 2-RM-CRP by
one and make it possible to complete the routing solution for the new 2-RM-CRP in
4m« - l tracks, we simply route a set of non-overlapped safe wires S such that all the
4m„-columns are in the span of some

in S’. For a given 2-RM-CRP instance, it is

possible that more than one of this kind of S exists or that this kind of S does not exist
If the former case is true, how do we select the best one? If the latter case is true, how
do we detect that fact without an exhausting search? All these problems will be dis
cussed and answered in chapter 6.

Chapter 5
Theoretical Framework Part 13
Analysis of Wiring Effects on the Vertical Constraint Graph

Until now, we have focused our attention on channel density, which defines the
lower bound of channel width, and which is the major factor influencing the resulting
channel width. In some cases, in addition to channel density, there are other factors
which need to be considered if we want to achieve a better routing solution. As previ
ously mentioned, if G*. contains a cycle, it is possible that more than one
generated. Since

can be

is an important data structure in guiding the routing, the selec

tion of Gmc will critically affect the routing result. In this chapter, we will demonstrate
how to select a C „ with consideration of column density as discussed in the last
chapter, and we will show all possible wiring effects to G „ when a set of nonoverlapped feasible wires F is considered.

5.1 Construction of Acyclic Vertical Constraint Graph (G «)

Given a simple cycle vii-*vji,vit-+vj
V(, * V ,; ,

• where v j^ v ^ li*< n-l, vit=vjmt and

where l<Jfc<k'zn, when a feasible wire / 4 is routed through the column where the

vertical constraint v4-»v^ is located, then the vertical constraint vit-*vh is deleted and
the cycle is resolved in the new 2-RM-CRP instance. Although there are many kinds
of f u that can be routed to break the cycle, the preferred option to decrease the

is

the f u with the v4-»vy-, located in the higher density column. Since the vertical con
straint graph is a data structure which we should follow to route the net without verti
cal constraint violation, the implicit deletion of the set of cyclic vertical constraints (
denoted as Ee) which are located in the lowest density columns will have exactly the
35
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same motivation to break the cycle with the consideration of

as discussed above.

For this purpose, a special kind of Gave= (y^)lu£c) is defined such that
Ew=EnKjEc. The construction of

V=V„

and

JE„kjEc) is shown as follows:

procedure AVC-GRAPH
Let colno be the the total number of columns for a given 2-RM-CRP instance.
Let c,,c2l • • • cC0bu> be the sequence of columns such that dCt2dCttl, where
\£k£coln o-\.

Let Gmc=(V£a\j Ec) with V=0,E(,=0, and £c=0.
for k = 1 to colno do
i=‘c.
j =^e,
if ( j'/O and j* 0 and ivy) then
if vj is a non-trivial ancestor vertex of v; then
Ec=Eckj { )Vj}

else
E n = E n U { V,-

)V j }

V = V v {vf } u { V>}

endif
endif
endfor
end AVC-GRAPH
The Gave constructed by AVC-GRAPH has the following property:
Theorem 5.1.1 : Given a 2-RM-CRP instance and Gave=(Vr^ Bu£c) constructed by
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AVC-GRAPH, for each simple cycle formed by the edges in £„u££, there exists
exactly one edge in Ec which occurs in the lowest density column among all the edges
in the cycle.
Proof: For a given simple cycle C= {eue2, ••.«»)> where et represents the vertical con
straint

if there exists more than one edge «,■

in Ec, where

<j<si, after et(ej)

is deleted, C - {«,(«;)} will not be a cycle any more. From the construction of Ee, the
ey(e, ) should not be in £e, which contradicts the assumption. If no et exists in Ee, that
also contradicts the construction of £„. Also, in the construction of C ^ , since the
edges are stored in £„ and Ec according to the descending density order of the columns
where the vertical constraints are located, and the edge in Ee is always the last one
stored in the cycle, therefore, we can conclude that for a simple cycle, there exists
exactly one edge in Ec which occurs in the lowest density column among the edges in
the cycle.

□
When considering a dogleg in the previous chapter, we consider only its effect
on the column density. In fact, introducing doglegs also affects the structure of
Gmc=(VEn^>Ec), since the new vertical constraint may be generated at the doglegged
column. It is possible that the newly generated vertical constraints and the original
vertical constraints may form a cycle. If possible, we want to avoid such a situation.
For this purpose, each vertex in

is labeled. The level of vir denoted as

is defined

as the longest path from the v; to its descendant vertex through the edges in En, or is
recursively defined as max{/z } + 1 where vx is the non-trivial descendant vertex of v, .
The backlevel of v„ denoted as 0, , is defined as the longest path from the ancestor ver
tex of v, to v, through the edges in £„, or is recursively defined as max{0z } + 1 where
vx is the
non-trivial ancestor vertex of v, . The longest path of Gmc, denoted as lmn, is defined as
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max{/i |vI€V’} = m a x { p / |vi eVr }.

Parameters in

are crucial in determining the channel width. First, each set of

cyclic vertical constraints needs at least one dogleg for a certain net i in a certain
column. Since each dogleg always increases the column density by one, which may
affect dmtl, we want to avoid, if possible, generating the cyclic vertical constraint for
the new 2-RM-CRP instance in the routing of each track. Second, [11] demonstrates
that a 2-RM-CRP instance exists with channel density d^ , equal to 2 and the lower
bound of channel width is proven to be -JUT with a constant factor than the optimal
one. Although the CRP instance discussed is a special case, it is not difficult to visual
ize that when

instead of the channel density d ^ , the

will play an

important role in determining the channel width o f a given 2-RM-CRP instance. Of
course, in this chapter, instead of d ^ , we will focus on the decreasing of /m„.
Since dmVLis not the only factor in determining the channel width, we will discuss
the two issues mentioned above, avoiding the increase of Ee and

which are related

to Gme, when a set of non-overlapped feasible wires F is routed. In the discussion of
the structure of Gw , we will temporarily ignore the consideration of column density.
First, we discuss some properties which are implied in Gmc. Then we interpret the wir
ing behavior from the viewpoint of

and look into how G ^ is affected in different

situations. Finally, from all the observations, we come up with theorems which are
crucial when we consider a subset of routing solutions.
The following two theorems are concerned with the properties of Gmc which will
be applied in the proof of subsequent theorems:
Theorem 5.1.2: Given a vertical constraint graph Govc=(K,E,,u£(.) with /m„ as the long
est path, and /,• and p* as the level and backlevel of v, respectively for all v, in V, for
any v, in V, /,+ R s/^ .
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Proof: Since the level and backlevel of net i are defined as the longest path from v, to
its descendant and ancestor vertex respectively, so /,+p, simply represents the longest
path which passes the v,. Since /m4Xis defined as the longest path of
is obvious that the /,•+£, £/„„ for all v, in

it

V.

□
Theorem

5.1.3: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, a vertical constraint graph

Ggyc^V^kkjEc) with /, and p, as the level and backlevel of v, respectively for all v, in
V, if v, is a non-trivial ancestor vertex of vJt then h>l), and P;>P,-.
Proof: Since vf is a non-trivial ancestor vertex of vj, the path from v,- to vj will be no
less than one, i.e. /,£/>+1. Then lt>lj always holds. Similarly, the case holds for Pj>pj.

□
Normally, when a feasible wire / , is routed, the effects on

can be divided

into three parts. First, it is possible that some vertical constraints will be added to

Gmc

if the endpoints of / , are located in the column k such that bk=j,tk=OJ*OJ*i. In this
situation, after / , is routed, the vertical constraint v,-»v; is added to Gw . Second, some
vertical constraints may be deleted from

if there exists a column k such that

l(fi)<k<r(fi)jk=iJ>k=j, where j* 0 and j* i. In this situation, a fte r/, is routed, the verti
cal constraint v,->v; is deleted from

Gme.

Third, as we mentioned before, to connect

the unconnectable bottom-side terminals, if they exist, and to avoid the redundant hor
izontal wire segments in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP instance after / , is routed,netsplitting is mandatory. The addition and deletion of
v e r ti c a l c o n s t r a in t s a n d n e t - s p l i t ti n g m a y a f f e c t t h e Ec a n d

i n Gavc w h i c h i s a m a j o r

c o n c e r n a n d t h e f o c u s o f th e f o l l o w i n g d is c u s s io n .

5.2 Addition of Vertical Constraints
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Let us first consider the addition of vertical constraint v, -»vy. According to the
status of v; and vy in V, normally the added vertical constraint can be categorized into
four types as shown below:
Type 1: v .e V and vyeV

From the definition of a cyclic vertical constraint, if vy is not a non-trivial ances
tor vertex of vit then v,-*vy will not be cyclic. Also, if we restrict p,+/y+l£/m„,
after v, ->vy is added,
Type 2: v,g V and vye v
Since v.gV, it is impossible that v} is a non-trivial ancestor of v;. From the
definition of a cyclic vertical constraint, we know that the vertical constraint
V,-—>vj will never be cyclic. After v, -»vy is added, lj is unchanged, and /,=/y+1 since
vj is the only non-trivial descendant vertex of v, at this moment. If we restrict the
lj to less than /m„, then after v, ->vy is added,

otherwise the possible

greatest /,»*=/„,„+1 when
Type 3: vieVr and vjGV
For the same reason as type 2, the vertical constraint v,—»vy will never be cyclic.
After

V,-

—>vy is added, lj=Q and /,=/,• unless «i=0, where //= 1. If we restrict P, </m„,

then lmuL^/m«; otherwise the possible greatest

when p,=/mix.

Type 4: v,6V and vjtV
For the same reason as type 2, the vertical constraint

will never be cyclic.

After v,->vy is added, /,=! and lj=0.
For all types of v,->vy, the following theorem always holds:
Theorem 5.2.1: Given a vertical constraint graph

and a vertical con

straint v(‘—>vy, if Vj is not the ancestor vertex of v,, after v,-»vy is added to Gme, E'ecEc.
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Proof: Directly from the above discussion and the definition of cyclic vertical con
straint.

□
The above constraint for restricting the added vertical constraints to be noncyclic is directly from the definition of cyclic vertical constraint. In some cases, as we
will discuss later, we want to restrict the endpoints of f t a little bit for some special
consideration while still achieving E'czE c, which is shown in the following theorem:
Theorem 5.2.2: Given a vertical constraint graph Gave= (V ^ u £ c) and a vertical con
straint v/->Vj, whenever v, and vy are both in V, lt >/y , after v,-»vy is added to Gmc,
EcUS£.
Proof: From the discussion before theorem 5.2.1, if v, -»vy is a type 2, type 3, or type 4
vertical constraint, after v,->vy is added to

, E '^pe. If v,-»vy is a type 1 vertical con

straint, then the necessary and sufficient condition for v,-»vy to be cyclic is that v, is a
non-trivial ancestor vertex of v( . From theorem 5.1.3, if vy is the non-trivial vertex of
v,,

lj>li which contradicts the given condition /,>/y. Therefore, we can conclude that

given v,- —>vy, whenever v, and v} are both in V, l{>ljt after v,-»vy is added to G^ , E'c<zEc.

□
It is obvious that the set of vertical constraints satisfying the condition shown in
theorem 5.2.2 is the subset o f those satisfying the condition shown in theorem 5.2.1.
When v,- and vy are both in V, if vy is not the non-trivial ancestor vertex of v,-, it is still
possible that /,£/, which is not included in the condition shown in theorem 5.2.2.
The added vertical constraint v;-»vy may increase the lmix since the longest path
generated by the added v(-—>vy is P,+/y+l if both v, and vy eV as shown above. To con
trol the Imx >especially, the type 1 vertical constraint should be considered.
Theorem 5.2.3 : Given a vertical constraint graph G=(V£nvEc) and a vertical con
straint v( ->vy, if any of these cases holds:
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v,eV and v;-eV and P;+/)+l£/mix
vteV and vjeV and lj</m„
v, 6 V and v;-eV and P.v,-eV and vjt‘V.
After v,-—*Vj is added to Gmc,
Proof: Directly from the discussion before theorem 5.2.1.

□
The above constraint for restricting

is derived from the discussions

before theorem 5.2.1. In some cases, as we will discuss later, we want to restrict the
endpoints of /,• a little bit for some special consideration while still achieving
Theorem 5.2.4 : Given a vertical constraintgraph G=(V£nvjEc) and a vertical con
straint v, -»vy, if any of these cases holds:
v, e V and Vj e V and /, >/yv, e V and v, e V and lj <lm„
v, eV andv^ev a n d p .c /,^
VfCV and vj&V.
After v(—>vj is added to G ^ ,
Proof: If v, and vj are both in V , the simple proof is given as follows:
Let /l-,P;,(/ ,Py stand for the level and backlevel of net i and net j . From theorem 5.1.2
4 + 0 i^ m u

Rearrange
P.-^n™-h
When the vertical constraint v,—
tion of Vi-*vj is

is formed, the longest path generated by the addi
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P,+/y+l

+I/+1

As for the other cases, the proof is directly from the discussion before theorem 5.2.1.

□
It is obvious that the set of vertical constraints satisfying the conditions shown in
theorem 5.2.4 is the subset of those shown in theorem 5.2.3 since when

, it is still

possible that P,+/,+l£/mix which is not considered in theorem 5.2.4.
To make

e

'^E c and

satisfied simultaneously, we simply combine the

conditions shown in theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.3 together as shown in theorem 5.2.5, or
combine the theorems 5.2.2 and 5.2.4 for the restricted one as shown in theorem 5.2.6.
Theorem 5.2.5 : Given a vertical constraint graph Gmc=(V£nvEe) and a vertical con
straint v,—>v>5 if vj is not the ancestor vertex of v, , and any of these cases holds,
v;e V

and vjeV and Pj+iy+l^mu

v,gV and vjeV and /y</„,.«
v.eV and vjev and
v.eV and vteV.
After v,•—»vy is added to Gm, e '^Ec and
Proof: Directly from theorem 5.2.1 and theorem 5.2.3.

□
Theorem 5.2.6 : Given a vertical constraint graph G„c=(yJ£nvEc) and a vertical con
straint Vi-*Vjt if any of these cases holds,
v,' 6 v and vye V and /,•>/,•
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v.gv and v^eV and /></„„
v.-eV and vjeV and p,-</m„
v,eV and v^eV.
After Vi-+Vj is added to G „ ,£ e'cEc and
Proof: Directly from theorem 5.2.2 and theorem 5.2.4.

□
5.3 Deletion of Vertical C onstraints

Now, let us consider the deletion of vertical constraint v, -»v;. Definitely, v;->v;- is
a type 1 vertical constraint, either v,-»vje£, or vi-^vJeEc. Since the major structure of
Gmet the leveling of each vertex and ancestor-descendant relations between vertices
are based on the vertical constraints in £„, when v,-->vjeEe is deleted, the major struc
ture is of G is not changed and

But when a vertical constraint

Vi->vj<=En is deleted, it is possible that some ancestor-descendant relations between
vertices are changed. Since the definition of cyclic vertical constraint is based on this
relation, some vertical constraints in Ee may no more be cyclic and they should be
updated as the vertical constraints in £„'.
Theorem 5.3.1 : Given a vertical constraint graph Gavc=(Vr,EJluEe) and a vertical con
straint v, —>vye (£„uEc), after v,->v; is deleted from Gmc, e 'g Ec. If £c=0, C*^nu*Proof: If Vi-*VjeECf as mentioned above, after v,->vj is deleted, E'ccEe and

If

vi—>vjeEn, when v,—»vy is deleted, two cases may occur. If there is no vertical con
straint in Ec affected by the updated ancestor-descendant relations, no vertical con
straint in Ec will be transferred into £„. Since the only way to increase /m„ is through
the addition of a non-cyclic vertical constraint, in this case,

and E'C=EC. If

there is a vertical constraint in £e affected, then that vertical constraint v, ->vy- in £c will
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be transferred to £„. Since possibly P,+i)+l may be greater than
tee that

there is no guaran

When Vi-*vjeEn and Ee=0, this second case will not happen. In thi s

situation, after the v,-»v; is deleted, we guarantee that

□
From the above discussion, we know that when a non-cyclic vertical constraint is
deleted, if £e#0, it is possible that

Since the G^. is constructed by AVC-

GRAPH, the non-cyclic vertical constraint in E, is normally located in the column
with higher local density than the cyclic vertical constraint in Ec. If l'mn>/m„ is due to
the deletion of some non-cyclic vertical constraint which causes the addition of some
non-cyclic vertical constraint that is originally a cyclic vertical constraint, it is una
voidable and reasonable since the dmx has the higher priority to be considered than
to achieve minimum channel width in most cases. So to control the /m„, what we
should do is to restrict the addition of vertical constraints, but not the deletion of verti
cal constraints, both of which are generated after a feasible wire / , is routed. There
fore, in the following theorems, to emphasize th is kind of restriction, when we con
sider the constraint

we always assume £c=0. The following theorem shows

that even though this situation happens, it is not totally undesirable:
Theorem 5.3.2 : Given a vertical constraint graph Gme={yJEhkjEc) and a feasible wire
f i with endpoints satisfying the condition shown in theorem 5.2.5 or 5.2.6, after /, is
routed, if

„ >/m„, we can conclude that at least one vertical constraint in £„ is deleted

and E'cEe.
Proof: Since the endpoints o f/, satisfy the conditions shown in theorem 5.2.5 or 5.2.6,
after /,- is routed, if l ’ma>l„„, we can directly conclude that the increase of lmvL is due
to the deletion of a vertical constraint in En, and some vertical constraint in Ec is
affected and transferred into £„. Therefore, under this situation, if we know
we can conclude that after / , is routed, at least one vertical constraint in £„ is deleted
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and EccEc.

□
5.4 Net Splitting

As discussed in the previous chapter, when a feasible wire /,• is routed, it is possi
ble that the in-span net-splitting should be done if some unconnectable bottom-side
terminals exist, or the out-span net-splitting should be done if

/ ( / , ) > / (A/,)

and

r(fi)<r(Ni)\ otherwise, a redundant horizontal wire for net i will occur in the subse
quent 2-RM-CRP instance. Since net-splitting is unavoidable and necessary in
approaching a better routing solution, in this section, we want to discuss how netsplitting is interpretered in the vertical constraint graph

and how it affects the

Gmc

Gmc.

When a net k is split into net i and net j , all the vertical constraint
vx-> vke(E K\jE c)

renamed to

will be renamed to

v, -+vx

v,-»vf

or

vz -»vy-,

and

vk-+vxe (E ll'uEc)

or vy-> v, respectively. To evaluate the resulted

split, we can inteipret the net-splitting in terms of updating the
operation. First, all the vertical constraints in

(EH<oEc)

After the

Ed

after some net is
Gmc

adjacent to

and related vertices, which are not connected to any edge in

will be

v*,

by a two-stage
denoted as

(Enu E c- E d),

Ed ,

are deleted.

is deleted, the resulting vertical constraint graph is denoted as

Gmc=(y"£ni->E”). Second, the set of renamed vertical constraints, which are the set of
Ed

with all

vk

replaced by v, or v, and denote d as Ea , is added to G^c. After Ea is added

the resulting vertical constraint graph is denoted as G'=(V'e '^~>e ‘c). From

to

theorem 5.3.1, we know that after Ed is deleted,
added to
v,—»vm

G"ve,

and

e

“cE*. If Ec= 0 , /^„</m,x. When

it is possible that some vertical constraints in

vm—>Vj,

or

v;-->vm

and

vm->y,

are in

Ea

where

Ea

vme V .

Ea

is

will be cyclic if both

Since

v,-

and

vy

are ori-
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ginated from vk, if this situation occurs, it indicates that these cycles originally existed
in Cm . Therefore, we can conclude that E'ecEc. If Ee=0,
possibility

is that a vme V exists such that

Ea, or

In this case, the only
and ( v, -»vm or v;->vm ) is in

and ( vm->v4- or vm-*vy ) is in E„. If either of these cases is true, C * <*„,«•

Since the edge in Ea is either a type 2 or type 3 vertical constraint,

we con

clude
T heorem 5.4.1: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance and a vertical constraint graph
Gmc=(V A u E J , after a net i is split, £e'c £ e. If Ee=0,
Proof: Directly from above discussion.

n
5.5 W hen A Feasible W ire Is Considered

All the possible cases related to

G „e,

after a feasible wire is routed, have been

discussed in individual cases. In this section, we want to consider all the cases simul
taneously and see what will happen to Cw in different situations when a feasible wire
is routed. The following theorem deals with the constraint e '^E c when a feasible wire
is considered.
Theorem
Gmc- ( y

5.5.1: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, a vertical constraint graph

En^E,.) and a feasible wire / , , with both endpoints constrained by the condi

tion shown in theorem 5.2.5, after/ , is routed, E'zEe.
Proof: After a feasible wire /,• is routed, at most two vertical constraints
v,-->v*, which occur at the endpoints of

will be added to

Gavc.

and

Since v, -*v; and vf->v*

are constrained by the condition shown in theorem 3.2.5, no cyclic vertical constraint
will be generated when each individual vertical constraint is added. In the following,
let us consider the interaction between these two added vertical constraints.
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Case 1: v,e V
After

v,' —
>vj

is added, if

ancestor vertex of
definitely,
v, e V \

v*

v,-

v* eV ,

no vertex which originally is not a non-trivial

will be changed to a non-trivial ancestor vertex of

is not a non-trivial ancestor vertex of

v,.

vf.

If

Therefore, when

both V;—Wj and Vj-w* are not cyclic.

Case 2: v.cV
Since v.eV, after vt-*vj is added, no non-trivial ancestor vertex of v, exists.
Therefore, v,—>vt will never be cyclic.
Also, from theorem 5.3.1 and theorem 5.4.1, if the deletion of vertical constraints or
net-splitting happens for the routing of

no cyclic vertical constraint will be gen

erated. So we can conclude that, given a feasible wire /,■ with both endpoints restricted
by the condition shown in theorem 5.2.5, after/j is routed, E'ccE e.

□
The following theorem deals with the constraint /mtx£fmlx when a feasible wire is con
sidered.
Theorem

5.5.2: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, a vertical constraint graph

Omc=(VJE„uEc) and a feasible wire / , , with both endpoints constrained by the condi

tion shown in theorem 5.2.5, if Ec=2>, after/, is routed,
Proof: For each feasible wire /, , at most two vertical constraints v,->vy and v , - ,
which are generated from both endpoints of / , , can be added. The possible cases are as
follows:
I f v.eV:

Case 1.1: v^eV andv*eV:
Since

-»v,- and v,—>vt are constrainted by the condition shown in theorem 5.2.5,

the following equations hold:
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h+lj+l<lmn

(5.5.2.1)

fc+/*+l£/««

(5.5.2.2)

Let the vertical constraint graph be denoted as G^c after v,-»v; is added, and G'avc
after v , - i s added. From theorem 5.2.5,
(S.5.2.3)
Also, from the definition of level and backlevel, we know
RT=ft

(S.5.2.4)

After Vi-Wf is added, the effect on v* is as follows:
(i) If vk is not a non-trivial ancestor vertex of v, in Gm£, then lk will not be
affected by the addition of v,—>v;-.
(5.5.2.5)
Since the longest path Ip generated when v,~»v* is added to G'mc is defined as
(5.52.6)

/p=Pf+/*+i
substitute (5.5.2.6) by (5.5.2.4) and (5.S.2.5)

(5.5.2.1)

/p=Pi+/*+l

From (5.5.2.2) and (5.5.2.7)
lP< 1^

(5.5.2.8)

From (5.5.2.3) and (5.5.2.8), we are certain that
^mix —I mix'

(ii) If vjt is the non-trivial ancestor vertex of vf, then v,—

will be cyclic. From

the previous discussion, when a cyclic vertical constraint is added or deleted, the
major structure of the vertical constraint graph will not change. Therefore
(5.5.2.9)
From (S.5.2.3) and (5.52.9), we conclude that after v.-wy is added
I mix

mix'
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Case 1.2: vjtV and v^eV:

P .^ - i
P,+/*+l^/nuX•
Case 1.3: vjeV andv*^^:
P/+0+l^m.*

P^nui-l •
Case 1.4: v^gV andv*eV:
P.^m,*-l.
If v.gV:
Case 2.1: v; e V andv*eV:
O^m.x-1

Case 2.2: v,g V and v*eV:
m„ -l.
Case 2.3: v,-eV andv^gK:

Case 2.4: v}g V and v*g V:
no restriction on /, Jk,p,-,p, ,p*.
In the rest of cases as shown above , we can follow the same format of the proof in
case 1.1 and conclude that, if Ec=0, /m*£/mix in all different cases. From theorems
5.3.1 and 5.4.1, we know that the deletion of vertical constraints and the net-splitting,
if necessary, due to the routed /,• will not increase

So combining the above discus

sions, we can conclude that for a given /, with the endpoints constrainted by the con
dition shown in theorem 5.2.5, if£ c=0, then after/, is routed,
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□
To make both conditions £C'&EC and

satisfied simultaneously, we simply com

bine both conditions shown in theorems 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 when a feasible wire is con
sidered.
Theorem 5.5.3: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, a vertical constraint graph
GncHVJE„uEc) and a feasible wire

with all endpoints restricted by the condition

shown in theorem 5.2.5, after/, is routed, £c'c£c. If £c=0,/^„
Proof: Directly from theorems 5.5.1 and 5.5.2.

□
Similarly, the restricted version of theorem 5.5.3 is shown as follows:
Theorem 5.5.4: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, a vertical constraint graph
Gmc-(VJEnuEc) and a feasible wire / ,, with all endpoints restricted by the condition
shown in theorem 5.2.6, after f -t is routed, £c'c£e. If £e=0^«^m .xProof: Since the feasible wires with endpoints restricted by the condition shown in
theorem 5.2.6 is a subset of the feasible wires with endpoints restricted by the condi
tion shown in theorem 5.2.5, the proof is directly from theorem 5.5.3.

□
5.6 When A Set of Feasible Wires Is Considered

In the above theorem, we consider only the structure of the resulting
{w=(Vr\E„'u£e') when a feasible /, is routed, which is a very important information if
we consider routing the feasible wires / , sequentially. In the real world, to approach
optimal routing solution through optimality criteria, the structure of G'mc after a set of
non-overlapped feasible wires is routed is more important than that after an individual
feasible wire /,• is routed. In this section, we show a very important theorem which
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will be directly applied when the algorithm is developed.
As we have mentioned before, there are four types of vertical constraints. When
a set of non-overlapped feasible wires F is routed, any type of vertical constraint may
occur. In fact, the majority of the newly generated vertical constraints are type 1, to
which we should pay more attention, since uncareful addition of type 1 vertical con
straints may generate a cyclic vertical constraint or increase the /mix directly. For the
additions of type 2 and type 3 vertical constraints, individually speaking, no cyclic
vertical constraint is possible, and the

can be well controlled. But when we con

sider both types together, some unfortunate things may happen. For example, consider
the addition of a type 2 vertical constraint v, ->vj and a type 3 vertical constraint v*->vf
, where v,- is the ancestor vertex of v*. In this situation, when v,->vy and
added, either v,—

are

or vt ->vf will be cyclic depending on whether v*-»v( or v,-»v; is

added first. E'z>Ee is not desirable. From the routing point of view, when v, e V, net i is
a free net which can be routed any time if the space is available. So when we compare
the type 2 and type 3 vertical constraints, the type 2 vertical constraint will be more
desirable, since when a type 2 vertical constraint v.-w,- is added to £ ,, the nature of
net i being a free net is not lost. But when a type 3 vertical constraint v4-»vy is added,
the nature of net j being a free net is lost. The addition of type 4 vertical constraints is
unreasonable and undesirable. In a type 4 vertical constraint v,—>vy, the net i should
have a dogleg in the related column, and the vertical constraint v, ->v; makes net j no
longer a free net. It is not difficult to see that to avoid generating cyclic vertical con
straints when a
set o f non-overlapped feasible wires F is considered, the F with endpoints of each /,
in F generating only type 1 and type 2 vertical constraints will be preferred. In the fol
lowing, we will restrict our discussion to this kind of F .
The type 1 vertical constraint v,—

is cyclic if v} is a non-trivial ancestor vertex
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of v, . If each /,• in F is restricted by the condition shown in theorem 5.5.3, does it
guarantee that no cyclic vertical constraint is generated after F is routed? Unfor
tunately, the answer is no. Consider two type 1 vertical constraints vi->v> and
where

is not the ancestor vertex of vj and vm is not the ancestor vertex of vt , but vm

is the ancestor vertex of v,- and v} is the ancestor vertex of vt . In this situation, when
Vi->Vj and v*-»vm are added to Gm , either v,-»v; or v*-»v„ will be cyclic depending on
whether vA-»vm or v,--»vy is added to

first Therefore, theorem 5.5.3 can not be

expanded for a set of non-overlapped feasible wires F. To overcome this kind of prob
lem, each / , in F should be restricted not only as mentioned above, but also should be
restricted by the condition shown in theorem 5.5.4 instead of theorem 5.5.3. In the fol
lowing theorem, we demonstrate facts which will be directly applied in the proof of
theorem 5.6.2.
Theorem 5.6.1: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, Gavc=(Vr^ u E e) with vl,v/ ,vJt,vmeV', if v,
is the ancestor vertex of v} and v* is the ancestor vertex of vm respectively, lj>lk and
lm>/, cannot hold simultaneously.
Proof: Suppose lj>lk (1) and /„>/, (2) hold simultaneously. Since v,- is a ancestor vertex
of vj and v* is the ancestor vertex of v„, from theorem 5.1.3 , /,>/, (3) and lkzim (4).
Combining (1), (3) and (4), we can come up with /,£/„ which contradicts (2).

□
Theorem 5.6.2: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, Gme=<yJEh\j Ec), and a set of nonoverlapped feasible wires F with v, ->v; being the vertical constraint generated by the
endpoints of /,• in F, if either of the following conditions:
1)

vf->vj is a type 1 vertical constraint, and /,•>/, .

2)

v, -»V; is a type 2 vertical constraint, and </raix

holds for all / , in F , then after the routing of F , E'c<z£ c. If Ec=0,

</max.
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Proof: Since the endpoints of all the / , in F are restricted as above, from theorem
5.5.4, individually speaking, after each/,- in F is routed, Ec'cEc, and if Ec- 0 , /4„</m,x.
Now let us consider the interaction between /,- and f k, where f {J ke F . If v,,v*e V, since
the vertical constraints generated by F are restricted in type 1 and type 2, the v,-»vy
and vk-*vm generated by
—>vm are added to

and/* are both type 1 vertical constraints. When v,-*vy and
the necessary and sufficient condition for v, ->vj and

to

form a cycle if vm is the ancestor vertex of v,- and v} is the ancestor vertex of v*. If this
is true, from theorem 5.6.1, /,>/y and lk>ln cannot exist simultaneously, which contrad
icts the giv en condition /, >l} and /*>/„. If v,« V and vt e V , under the given constraint,
Vj-»Vj is a type 2 vertical constraint, and vt ->vm is a type 1 vertical constraint. In this
situation, there is no interaction between /,- and f k to generate a cycle. Similarly, if
v ,e

v and vyc V , or v.-eV and vye V, no cyclic vertical constraint is generated. If the

deletion of vertical constraints and net-splitting are necessary, from theorems 5.3.1
and 5.4.1, we see that no cyclic vertical vertical constraint is generated. Therefore we
conclude that after F is routed, E'cBc.
As for /m.x, from the previous discussion, we know that when £e*0, the /„,„ is
out of control. As we have mentioned before, since the

is constructed from the

vertical constraints according to the descending column density, in this case, whatever
the C ,x is, it is always acceptable and reasonable. So here we focus only on the case
when £ c= 0 . Since all the / , in F satisfy the condition shown in theorem 5.5.4, indivi
dually speaking, after each / , in F is routed, 1 ^ ^ . Let us take a look to see if there
is any interaction between the feasible wires in F to increase the /roix.
Given f i J k&F, if vf ,v*eV , then v,-»vy, vt ->vm generated by / , and/* are both type
1 vertical constraints. Let the vertical constraint graph be G~c after v,—>vy is added, and
Gmc after

is added. After v, ->vy is added, p,-=p, and lf=lj. Since the /, is defined

as max{/x} + 1 where vx is the non-trivial descendant vertex of v,-, and

,

so
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As for pj, if p,<Py, then p~=p^; otherwise, pj=p,+l.
From the above observation, since /'=/; and P^P; always hold, when vt -»vm is
added, we only need to consider the relations between v*,vm and v}. When vt is the
ancestor vertex of vy or neither the ancestor or descendant vertex of vy, it is not
difficult to visualize that p*=p* and l ’=lM. Since the longest path generated when
v*-»vm is added to G^. (p=p*+/"+l=pt +/m+ l ^ nux, which is directly from the given condi

tions in theorem 5.2.6. When v* is a descendant vertex of vy, then there are two cases
which may occur. If p*=p*, since &=lm, we can come up with p*+/J+l£/m„ . If p**pt ,
P*>P* and Pt=Pi+i+/y“/t , where p;+i=p” and lj-lk is the longest path between vy and vt .
In this case, the longest path generated when vt -»vm is added to G^.
Ip=p*+/J+l~p,-+l+lj-lk+lm+1. Since /*>/„ and p,+/y+l£/m„ , we know

Also for

given / i / j e f , if v, e V and vke V or either one of them is true, it is not difficult to prove
that there is no interaction between /,• and f k to increase the l ^ . From the above dis
cussion, we also can conclude that when £c=0, after F is added, C ,x^m.x-

□

Chapter 6
Algorithm

In this chapter, we will discuss the channel routing algorithm for the 2-RM-CRP
instance in detail, which will be the framework for all other algorithms developed for
other routing models in future work.

6.1 Outline of the Strategy to Design the Algorithm

The algorithm developed in this chapter which routes the nets in track-by-track
fashion is based on the concept of fully utilizing the current track to make the rest of
the routing problems easier before going to the next track. Starting at the topmost
track top, it processes track after track downwards. The invariant part of this process is
that once the topmost track top is processed, by treating track top as the top boundary
o f the channel, we have a new 2-RM-CRP instance. The operations for the topmost
track in each 2-RM-CRP instance can be divided simply into three phases:
(i)

Introduce a set F of non-overlapped feasible wire segments such that after F is
routed and related top-side and bottom-side terminals are connected, the channel
width of the newly defined 2-RM-CRP instance is as small as possible.

(ii) Introduce a set Wv of vertical wire segments for a given F such that F kjWv and
the routing solution of the new 2-RM-CRP instance can form a routing solution
o f the original 2-RM-CRP instance.
(iii) For the given F and Wv, define a new 2-RM-CRP instance with a new set of ter
minals and available columns such that

F\ j Wv

and the routing solution of the

new 2-RM-CRP instance can form a routing solution of the original 2-RM-CRP
instance and the channel width of the new 2-RM-CRP instance is as small as
56
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possible.
Since the selection of F in (i) will directly affect the Wv chosen in (ii) and the
new 2-RM-CRP instance defined in (iii), and the combination of F\jWv and the rout
ing solution of the new 2-RM-CRP instance always forms a routing solution of the
original 2-RM-CRP instance, the selection of F in each 2-RM-CRP instance will criti
cally determine the performance of the developed routing algorithm.
It is not difficult to visualize that, for any 2-RM-CRP instance with channel den
sity Jnux, F can be categorized into three types according to the channel density d'mtx of
the new 2-RM-CRP instance. F is categorized as type 1 if <*mu=dm»x-l» type 2 if
dL„=d

or type 3 if d ^ x=dmix+l. In each 2-RM-CRP instance, if we can select an F

properly, then the optimal solution can always be found. Apparently, the selection of
F involves two things: the selection of a proper type of F and an optimal F o f the
selected type such that after F is routed, the channel width of the new 2-RM-CRP
instance is as small as possible. Logically, the algorithm for finding an F can be
divided into four steps.
Step 1: Construct candidate endpoints:
As we have mentioned before, to control some property of F, which will define
the new 2-RM-CRP instance, we only need to consider a subset of F{ for each net
i. From chapters 4 and 5, we know that the choice of candidate endpoints will
directly affect the property of candidate wire segments, which will direcdy or
indirectly affect the chosen F. So in the first step, we construct the candidate
endpoints according to the property of F we want.
Step 2: Construct candidate wire segments:
Also, from the previous discussion, we know that the choice of candidate end
points does not completely control the property of selected candidate wires due
to some properties of wire segments being determined by the wire connection but
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not by the endpoints. So, in the second step, we select the candidate wire seg
ments for each net / according to the property of F we want.
Step 3: Construct pointers:
From all the candidate wire segments, we want to select a set of non-overlapped
feasible wires F such that after F is routed, the channel density of the new 2RM-CRP instance will be decreased to d ^ - l , and we have more chance to
achieve the routing solution of the new 2-RM-CRP instance in dro„ - l tracks.
Since the choice of F involves more than one factor to be considered, to evaluate
the quality of different F and choose an optimal one, some optimality criteria
should be defined, which will be discussed later. After the optimality criteria
have been defined, with the dynamic programming technique, pointers between
the candidate endpoints in the candidate wire segments are constructed such that
by following the pointers, we can find the optimal F according to the related
optimality criteria.
Step 4: Find F :
Simply select the candidate endpoint with maximum cumulative value in terms
of optimality criteria, then follow the pointers constructed in step 3 and trace
back to findF.
The algorithm developed in this chapter is based on the concept and theorems
shown in the previous two chapters. Clearly, we want to minimize the parameters
4 m t * . t o t a l span, and increase the number of free nets for the new 2-RM-CRP
instance through the routing of a track, since these are the key factors affecting the
resulting channel width of a 2-RM-CRP instance. Let us take a look at each parameter
individually. When d^j^O, the problem is solved. Therefore, we want to decrease it as
much as possible through the routing of each track. As we mentioned before, in the 2RM-CRP instance, dmtx at most can be decreased by one through the routing of each
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track. When lmMX» d mil, the channel width of a 2-RM-CRP instance is bounded by
but not by d ^ as shown in [11]; also when /roui = 0 ( i.e., no vertical constraint exists
for the given 2-RM-CRP instance), the routing solution of the 2-RM-CRP instance
can be achieved in dma tracks as shown in [1]. So the decrease of /m„ is also desirable.
As we mentioned before, each cycle in

needs at least one dogleg for a certain net

in a certain column and track to be generated to break the cycle. Since improper selec
tion of net, column, and track for a dogleg may increase the channel width, at least we
do not want to increase the Ec through the routing of each track; of course, if possible,
we want to decrease Ee as much as possible. The total span in some sense is the lower
bound of the total length of the horizontal wire segments which we need to achieve
the routing of a 2-RM-CRP instance. Although in the real routing problem, this lower
bound is not achieved very often due to the consideration for minimizing the channel
width, some extra horizontal wire segments are introduced. The decrease of the total
span is also desirable due to the fact that it also stands for a lower bound.
For most 2-RM-CRP instances, the main goal is to minimize the channel width
of the 2-RM-CRP. Of these parameters, dmtx has the highest priority since it clearly
defines the lower bound of channel width, while other parameters show only some
tendency to affect the channel width which is not understood nor proven completely.
To achieve the d ^ =dm„- 1 through the routing of a track, selection of type 1 F is
mandatory if it exists. For a given 2-RM-CRP instance, if more than one type 1 F
exists, then the question is how to select an optimal type 1 F such that after F is
routed, the

E', and the total span of the new 2-RM-CRP instance is as small as

possible and the minimum channel width dj ., of the new 2-RM-CRP instance can be
achieved as easily as possible. Since the selection of the optimal type 1 F involves
more than one parameter, some optimality criteria should be defined before the
optimal type 1 F can be selected. The problems of how to define the optimality cri
teria in different situations through current knowledge, of how to select the optimal F
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through different optimality criteria, of how to detect that a type 1 F may not exist
without exhausting search, and if that happens, of how to handle such a case will be
the key issues in the following discussions.

6.2 Defining The Optimality Criteria For Selecting F

For any given 2-RM-CRP instance, at the beginning we assume type 1 F exists.
Under this assumption, the problem is how to choose the optimal F. Without consider
ing the lmx and Ec, we want F to contain horizontal wire segments as long as possible
so that after F is routed, the total span of the new 2-RM-CRP instance is as small as
possible. Since dma has the highest priority to be considered, a parameter called G for
F can be defined such that the maximization of the G value of F exactly characterizes
the above consideration.
Given a 2-RM-CRP instance with channel density dmn and topmost track top ,
and a feasible wire / ,, after a feasible wire / , is routed in the track top, the G value of
the feasible wire / , is defined as
G/,=te£.+i •*£......*£o )
where

( The number of column k such that dk=x and dk=x~1 after/, is routed)
- ( The number of column k such that dk=x-1 and dk=x after/, is routed)
Let

where Hl‘ is defined as the number of column k such that column k in the span of /,
and dk=x. There is some relationship between Gf , and Hfl depending upon the types of
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/ , . It is interesting that the safe wire defined before by the restricted safe wire can also
be defined conceptually through the newly defined G and H.
Theorem 6.2.1: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, and a feasible wire

, if g{^=h^ , then

f i is a safe wire; otherwise,/,• is an unsafe wire.
Proof: Directly from the definition of Hfl, G/(, and safe wire.

□
In fact, from G and H, not only we can distinguish the safe wire from the unsafe
wire, in some cases, we also can distinguish one type of feasible wire from another.
The related theorem is shown as follows.
Theorem 6.2.2: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance with the channel density

and top

most track top, and a feasible wire /,-, if some element of Gfl is negative, then / , is a
type 2 feasible wire.
Proof: From the definition g{‘, where O ^ x ^ ^ + l, if it is negative, the only possibility is
the negative portion of gfx‘ is non-zero which, from theorem 4.2.3, happens only when
f t is a type 2 feasible wire. Therefore, when some g(‘ is negative, we can conclude that
f i is a type 2 feasible wire.

□
Note: When f s is a type 2 feasible wire, it is not necessary that some g(‘ should be
negative since the negative portion of g(’ may be compensated by its positive portion.
It is not difficult to visualize that the local densities of the new 2-RM-CRP
instance with track top-1 as its topmost track is determined by the local densities of
the original 2-RM-CRP instance with track top as the topmost track and the routed F.
Let nup(x) be the number of columns with local density equal to * for the given 2RM-CRP instance with track top as the topmost track. The following theorem shows
how they are correlated to each other.
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Theorem 6.2.3: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance with channel density

and the top

most track top, and a set of non-overlapped feasible wires F, after F is routed, the fol
lowing equation holds
nu,p-i(x)=ntop (*H&f+i -gx
where Q scsd^+l
Proof: Directly from the definition of

and G/

□
Currently, we just give some concept related to Gfl. Later on, in the calculation of
Gfl, we will discuss the relation between Gf, and Hf, in detail.
Given two feasible w ire s /,/; with

G frbtundL

rftf)and

G/;=teil+i >gfd L

sfi')

We say Gfl>Gf) if there exist an m such that
s£'>«£\ where OSm-Sd^+l and
where m+\<k<dmiJ+\
Since the G value is represented by a vector, the summation of Gfl and Gfi is simply
defined as
G/,+^//=(siLn +g&L*n*g£L+8&L«

+i(f )

Similarly, for a set of non-overlapped feasible wires F, the G value of F is defined as
Gf = Z G/,=(gd^t-i •&*_..

>go)

f,eF

where
8x = Z 8x .
f.eF

Given two sets of non-overlapped feasible wires F‘ and F" with
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Gf=0»£^.i

Gf~(s!L*« *8dLi

)and

*8o*)

We say GF>GF' if there exist a m such that
8m>8m, where

and

« f * r . where m+lifc^£/m„+l
Let
Gm„= max { G?},
where

m is the number of all possible sets of non-overlapped feasible wires

which can be routed in the topmost track top.
As we mentioned before, for a given 2-FM-CRP instance, a set of nonoverlapped feasible wires F for the topmost track has three types. There is an interest
ing property which is related to G for different type of F as shown below.
T heorem 6.2.4: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance and a set of non-overlapped feasible
wires for the topmost track top denoted as F 1, F 2, and F 3 if F is a type 1, type 2, or type
3 respectively, the inequality G/?»>GF*>Gf »always holds.
Proof: For F 1, *£*,=0 and gSL=nu^(dmtx); for F 2, $ £ ^ = 0 and

for F 3,

definitely, #£,+, <0. From the definition of the inequality o f G, it is easy to see that the
inequality GF‘>GF»GF>always holds for any given 2-RM-CRP instance

□
Since the dmix is the most important parameter that we want to control, the F with
greater G value will be more desirable since the F with greater G value will have
more chance to be a type 1 F and after F is routed, we also have more chance to find a
type 1 F for the new 2-RM-CRP. To maximize the G value of F , from theorem 6.2.4,
we know that type 1 F is more desirable than type 2, and type 2 F is more desirable
than type 3. Also from the inequality o f G, we know that the consideration of dro„ for
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the newly generated 2-RM-CRP instance has the higher priority than that for the sub
sequent 2-RM-CRP instances, and etc. From the routing point of view, to achieve the
minimum channel width, the adopted priority is natural and logical, which generates
the greedy nature of the proposed algorithm. In the following, we want to discuss
some issues which are related to the newly defined parameter G.
In chapter 4, we took the type 3 feasible wire out of consideration for forming a
final routing solution. Here we show some partial evidence about why type 3 feasible
wire is totally undesirable from the parameter G which we want to maximize.
Theorem 6.2.5: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, and a feasible wire /,-, i f /, is a type 3
feasible wire, then

+1,0d_,0....Oq).

Proof: From the definition of type 3 feasible wire/,-, we know that /(/",•) and r{ft) are
both greater than r(A/,) (or less than l(N(j). Since all the wire segments in W, should be
connected , a horizontal wire segment for net i should run from r(A/,) to /-{/,) (or from
l(fi) to /(A/,)) in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP, which is not defined in the current 2-RMCRP instance. For any column k, where r(Nt)<k&(fi) (or i( /l)<Jfc<l(N1)), after / , is
routed, 4*W*+1, which always increase the negative portion of g£+1. Since /,■ is totally
outside the span of net /, all the positive portion of g(‘ of Gfl is zero. So all the ele
ments in Gfl are less than or equal to zero. From the inequality of C, it is not difficult
to see G/ ,<(0(<_^,0d_,0

Oo)

□
Before we go further, let us look at the type 2 feasible wire in detail. Given a
type 2 feasible wire /,• with /,• passing the column bound, where bound=l(Ni) ( or
bound=r(Ni)), and one endpoint o f/,• staying in the column out which is left( or right)
to the column bound. Let

and b ^ ^ represent the top-side and bottom-side termi

nals of column bound. The possible cases for

and b ^ ^ are as follows.
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tbound i and bfround i

W

(II) tbound—* and bound^
(III) tbound^ and bbound i
In case(i) and case(ii), there is no reason to route the type 2 feasible wire. For case(iii),
there are two possibilities for

either

or f ^ ^ ' , where

If t b ^ ^ ,

then we call this of feasible wire as type 2.1 feasible wire; otherwise, we call it type
2.2 feasible wire. The existence of type 2.1 feasible wire is understandable since the
endpoint of /,• cannot stay in column bound, it is possible for/,- to jump out o f the span
of net i a little and come back later in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP instances to connect
the bottom-side terminal

.

For the type 2.2 feasible wire, similarly, the following theorem shows that the
type 2.2 feasible wire is undesirable from the parameter G which we want to maxim
ize.
T heorem 6.2.6: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance with channel density dmx and topmost
track top, and a type 2.2 feasible w ire/,-, there exists a feasible w ir e // such that/.'cr/,
and Gf ;>Gfl.
Proof: Let w,- (Jt 1Jfe2) be the horizontal wire segment for net i from column k \ to
column k2. Since / , is a type 2.2 feasible wire, let column bound be /(/v,)(r(A/,)) and
column out be l(fi)(r(fi)). For any column k with local density dk=x and out<JcAbound-I
(bound+\<k<out), from theorem 4.2.3, after the routing of / , , 4/=x+l,i.e. the negative
portion of g(+i will increase by one. Since / , is a type 2.2 feasible wire, we can select
a feasible wire
//= /,—w/ (out Jfound-l) (wi (bound+lfiut))

where
gC-gx if there exists no column k such that the local density dk=x-1 and
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out <Jcabound -1 (Jbound+\<k <aut)
gp>gf‘ if there exists a column k such that the local density dk=x-l and
out <kabound-1 {bound+\<k <aut)
Since / , is a type 2 feasible wire, we always can find some / , c / f with some g ^ g f ,
where OSjcSd^+l. Therefore, Gf ;>Gfl. So we can conclude that for a given type 2.2
feasible wire

we always can find a feasible wire / / such that //<=/,• and G/(>G/(

□
Also, from all the parameters dmtxtlmxtEe%and total span, we cannot see any contribu
tion for routing such kind of wires. Although this fact can be understood, for the com
plex nature of the 2-RM-CRP, we cannot conclude that if there exists a routing solu
tion w which includes some type 2.2 feasible wires in some tracks, then there always
exists a routing solution W' which dose not include any type 2.2 feasible wire and per
forms better than W in terms of channel width, wire length and via number. Here we
just leave it as an open problem. Later on, when we refer to type 2 feasible wire, it
directly means type 2.1 feasible wire.
Temporarily, we assume G is the only parameter which determines the channel
width. Under this assumption, how to find a feasible wire f t with the maximum G
value, and how to find a set of non-overlapped feasible wires F with GF=Gmtx will be
the key issues in the following discussion. In both cases, we give proof o f correctness.

6.3 Constructing F

As detailed, constructing F is divided into four steps: in step 1, we construct the
candidate endpoints; in step 2, from the candidate endpoints, we construct the candi
date wires; in step 3, according to the defined optimality criteria, we construct the
pointers between the candidate endpoints such that, in step 4, following the pointers,
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we can find the optimal F . All the details will be discussed in the following sections.

6.3.1 Prelim inary

Given the set o f feasible endpoints FEit the wire segment between each two adja
cent feasible endpoints p, j_, and pls/- is called a unit feasible wire for net i from ptJ_x to
Pij, denoted uu . In the following, we show all different types o f ulV and give an algo
rithm to calculate the G value of

Given a unit feasible wire

the possible cases

are as follows:
(i) Uij is a type one feasible wire (i.e. /(ui(/)2/(W,)> and r(uiJ )5r(Ari)). It is possible that
there exist some unconnectable bottom-side terminals.
e a se l.1 :1(«,•j )£/(ty),r(«,-j )&■(/>/,), and no unconnectable bottom-side terminals exist

KK)

ui j

Figure 6.3.1.1

r(Nt)
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casel.2: /(«,.,)£/(A/,),r(u(J

(fy), and some unconnectable bottom-side terminals exist.

Figure 6.3.1.2

(ii) uu is a type two feasible wire (i.e. /(qj)</(ty) or

r(u,v )>r(A/;)),

exist some unconnectable bottom-side terminals.
case2.1 :1(nv )</(ty

*j
t
i

I______

Figure 6.3.1.3

rM )

and there always
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case2.2: r («, j )>r (AJ,),/ (a, ^ )zl (Nt)

rW )

/(*,)

II
I

Figure 6.3.1.4

case2.3: l(uSj)<l(V,) / (uity)>r(A/,)

/W>

'"v

r(N.)
I
II
.- .I

----- 1

Figure 6.3.1.5

In the figures 6.3.1.1 to 6.3.1.5, the dotted lines represent the wire segments which
should be connected in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP instances, and the dots represent
unconnectable bottom-side terminals.
The G value of each unit feasible wire uitj depends on the net definition after ult/
is routed. For example, if the net i needs out-span net-splitting after ui(/- is routed, then
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the G value of ui(/ with out-span net-splitting will be greater than the G value of u;j
without out-span net-splitting. If net i needs the in-span net-splitting after ult/ is
routed, normally, there are many ways to do the in-span net-splitting. Of course, dif
ferent ways of doing in-span net-splitting will generate different G ^. The way we are
interested in is the one which maximizes the G value of a given uJiy-. In other words,
when out-span net-splitting is necessary, then we will assume this is done; if the in
span net-splitting is necessary, then we will choose the one which maximizes the
Therefore, when the G ^ is calculated, implicitly, the optimal net-splitting in terms of
G, if necessary, is also achieved. In t he following, first we show the data structure and
related concept which will be implemented in the following procedure to calculate the
G value of a unit feasible wire.
In cases 1.1 and 1.2, if

) and r(«ity)<r(W,), we need out-span net-

splitting. It is very clear that we just treat the net i left to

and the net i right to

as different nets. In cases from easel.2 to case2.3, we may need in-span netsplitting. To find an in-span net-splitting which generates the maximum G ^, we sim
ply find a gap from column k \ to k2, where both columns k l and k2 are either the
column where some unconnectable bottom-side terminal bk=i is located, or the left or
right bound of net i, and max (/ (u, j ),l

))zk 1<k 2£min (r fa j

(W,)), such that all the

unconnectable bottom-side terminals bk=i can be seperated into two groups according
to k<k 1 ovk^k2, and GWi(klJi2) is maximum, where Wi(kljc2) represents the wire segment
for net i from column jfcl to k2. If we split the net in this way, after utJ is routed, to
connect all the unconnectable bottom-side terminals, all the column k , where
l(Uij)<k<k l or k2<k<r(uij), will be rerouted by a horizontal wire segment for the net i
in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP instance, i.e. the wire segment of uitf passing these
columns will not contribute to GK,. Therefore GUl=Gwmjc2). Since

tU2) is maximum,

G ^ is maximum. Of course, when /(«i j )</(A'J) or r(ulV)>r(A/i), G ^ will be decreased
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accordingly.
Let each pu contain a record of information represented as ptj .gvalue, pt j .gapleft,
Pij.gapright, p^.pos, and p,j.culgvalue respectively. T hepij.gvalue contains the value of
which is calculated by the following procedure COUNT-G-VALUE. The pij.gapleft
and pij.gapright contain the information to split the net optimally if the utj is included
in F and in-span net-splitting is necessary. The Pij.pos and pij.cutgvalue will be
explained in the related procedures. Since the

calculated by COUNT-G-VALUE is

always maximum, the net-splitting for the routing of «,v implied in this procedure is
also optimal. The procedure to calculate the G value of a unit feasible wire is shown
as follows.
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procedure COUNT-G-VALUE
Let tk and bk be the top and bottom-side terminal in column k respectively.
Let n be the total number of unconnectable bottom-side terminals and c uc2....
be the columns from left to right where the unconnectable bottom-side terminals
are located.
Let /(//,) and r(Ar() be the left and right bound o f net i respectively.
Let w(k ljc2) be the horizontal wire segment from column k 1 to column k2
startno=l
endno=n- 1
gapno=1
if (/(ittjyziiN,)) then
startno=0
Co
endif
if (r(«iV)Sr(W,)) then
endno=n
Cn+\=r(Uij)
endif
max=Ofi_
for k=startno to endno do
temp =w (c*+1 ,ct+i- l )

if (Jt=0 and /(u.-jH(y,)) then
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x=dM)
8?J=8?J+1
endif
if ((k=n and r(u,-j)=r(N,)) then
X=drW)
8?J=8?'+ 1
endif
if (GUij>max) then
max=GHj
gapno=k+1
endif
endfor
G^=max
ifUQtijXW))

‘hen

for k=l(Uij) to/(A/,-)—l do
rift

if ( r(Uij)>r(Ni)) then
for /t=r(/v,)+l to r(u, j ) do
«X+1=«4+1-1
piJ.gvalue=GUlJ
Pij.8apleft=l(uij)
Pij.gapright=r(uu )

if (gapno -\> startno o r l(uij)<l(Ni)) then
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Pi J

Cgapmo—1

if (gapno <endno o r r(«1j)>r(W,)) then
Pij.gapright=ctapKO

end COUNT-G-VALUE
For a given unit feasible wire uiJt the

calculated by the above procedure has the

following property.
Theorem 6.3.1.1: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance and a unit feasible wire uiJt the
calculated by COUNT-G-VALUE is maximum such that the equation shown in
theorem 6.2.3 can hold.
Proof: The proof comes directly from the way we calculate the G ^ in COUNT-GVALUE. Since we always try to find a gap with maximum G value, implicitly the G
value of the wires to connect all the unconnectable bottom-side terminals i will be
minimum. For the wire segments outside the span of n e t », the G value o f the wires to
connect the endpoints of these wire segments will not be affected by the way we con
nect the unconnectable bottom-side terminals i. Since the point in the utJ to connect
the unconnectable bottom-side terminals is always a feasible endpoint, the wire con
nection for the unconnectable bottom-side terminals in the new 2-RM-CRP instance
will never violate wiring requirement. Therefore, we can conclude that the GUiJ calcu
lated by COUNT-G-VALUE is maximum such that the equation shown in theorem
6.2.3 can hold

□
Given

a uiJt

after applying the

COUNT-G-VALUE, if Pij.gapleft^l(Uij)

(pij.gapright*r(Uij)), it indicates that the left(right) endpoint o f uiti needs to be con
nected to some unconnectable bottom-side terminal i in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP
instance. This information will be important when we calculate the G value of
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Uijvuij+i from the G values of utj and uiJ+1.
Each feasible wire / , is the union of some unit feasible wires u-,j. With the G
values of each unit feasible wire in

to calculate the G value of / , , we should define

the operation of G when two unit feasible wires are unioned. Since the unit feasible
wire is only a special case of feasible wire, all the operations eligible to feasible wire
will be eligible to unit feasible wire. Given two feasible wires / f and f } with at most
one endpoint overlapped, i f / fn / y=0, then G/(U/y=G/(+G/y as shown before. I f / , n / y*0,
to include both /,• a n d /y in F t i should be equal to j . If the overlapped endpoint piJt
does not need to connect to some unconnectable bottom-side terminals in the subse
quent 2-RM-CRP instances from the net-splitting implied in Gft and Gft, then
G/iUf>Gf +Gfr The procedure to calculate the GflKJfl from the Gfl and Gfl is shown as
follows.
procedure UNION-G-VALUE(Gfl, Gfl)
Let c(Pij) be the column where

J is located.

if (f«n/’>=Pi^ and />,^ .gapright=c(pirt) and pi'X+1.gapleft=c(pi'X)) then
g/ . ^ =g/.+g/<+(°4~*iA<-.* ' •' UA<.-i

Oo), where k=c(pliX)

else
G/^/y=G/.+G/>
end UNION-G-VALUE
Apparently, the G value of a set of non-overlapped feasible wires defined before is
only a special case in the above procedure.
Given two unit feasible wires utJ and uiJ+u from theorem 6.3.1.1, we know that
the G values of uu and uiJ+1 calculated by COUNT-G-VALUE are maximum. Is it also
true that the G value of the wires «i<yuu/iy+1 (w(Pij-\j>ij+\)) calculated by UNION-G-
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VALUE is also maximum such that the equation shown in theorem 6.2.3 can hold?
Unfortunately, although in most cases, it is true; in some case, it is not. The problem
case is shown as follows.

P i j -1

Pi/* 1

Pis

rt

—•

T
I
I

i
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i
l
i
i

2

2

Figure 6.3.1.6 problem example for calculating G/jU//

Let fi=Ui j and ff= uiJ+l be two overlapped unit feasible wires with an unconnect
able bottom-side terminal bt =i located between cCp.^-i) and c(ptj ) as shown in figure
6.3.1.6, where the numbers represent the column density. Let /,— / ^ u / ,2. Suppose
<^0^=4 and /(Ar,)<c(pi

(Pij)<c(p;j+i)<''(A'1). If we c o n sid e r/,1 and/,-2 individually,

from the COUNT-G-VALUEt it is not difficult to see that G ^ O ,0.1,0,0,0) with pi4 be
assigned to connect with bk in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP instance and G/l«=(0,0,0,2,0,0).
Here G/‘ and Gf * are m a x im u m for /,* and / 2 respectively. Also from the UNION-GVALUE, since ptJ has been assigned to connect with bk in the subse quent 2-RM-CRP
instance, G/;u/l«=G/ ;+G/j«=(0.0,1.0.0,0)+{O.OfO^,0.0)=(010,l,210,0). If we look at / , 12 directly, it
is not difficult to see that the maximum G/«=(0,0,12,1,0), which is greater than
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(0,0,1X 0,0) calculated above, with

„ instead of piJy being assigned to connect with

bk in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP instance. The reason that
ering the

G

is due to consid

contribution of the connection column, which is known until the right-

hand side unit wire segment is considered, may affect the wire connection for the
unconnectable bottom-side terminals of the currently considered wire segment. We
will discuss this in details in the pointer construction.

6.3.2 Constructing Candidate Endpoints

From the previous discussion, we know that a type 1 F is always a set of safe
wires, and the endpoints of a safe wire are always safe endpoints. Also from theorems
6.2.5 and 6.2.6, we know that the type 3 and 2.2 feasible wires will not contribute to
G.

Since currently our goal is to find an optimal type 1 F with maximum

G

value, all

the candidate endpoints should be safe endpoints and all the safe endpoints which
have the potential to generate type 3 and 2.2 feasible wires will not be considered as
candidate endpoints. The procedure to construct such kind of endpoints is simply
shown as follows.
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procedure P I -CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS
Let l(Ni) and r(Nt ) be the left and right bound of net i respectively.
Let Pij be the j * safe endpoint in
Let cfpij) be the column where p{J is located
Let S E f^ E i
for all net i do
SE?'=SE?1 - [pu

| (c(pij)<l(Ni) and c(piJ+j)s/(^,)) or (c(p,j)>r(W,) and

endfor
end PI-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS
The for-statement in the above procedure is to delete all the safe endpoints which
may generate type 3 or 2.2 feasible wire.

6.3.3 Construct Candidate W ire Segments

As we have mentioned before, the wire segment connected by two safe endpoints
is free of being type 1, type 3, or type 4 unsafe wire but not type 2 unsafe wire. What
we want to find is an optimal type 1 F which contains no unsafe wire. Therefore, in
the selection of candidate wire segments, the type 2 unsafe wire should be avoided.
Furthermore, the

G

value of type 2 safe wire may be negative. But when it is con

nected with the adjacent wire segment, its
case, type 2 safe wire with negative

G

G

value may turn to be positive. In this

value still needs to be considered as a candidate

wire segment The procedure to select the candidate wire segments is simply shown as
follows.
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procedure PI-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-WIRES
Let l(Ni) and r(fy) be the left and right bound of net i respectively.
Let n, be the number of total enpoints and p{J be the j A endpoint in SE?1which is
constructed by PI-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS
Let c(pij) be the column where ptj is located.
Let w(pijj>iik) be the wire segment for net i connected by ptj and piJt
for all net i do
for j - 2 to n/ do
COUNT-G-VALUE (GHj)
if (

CU and *£.=*£,) then

connect wiPij-i&j)
endfor
x=dc(p,£
i((Pi^.gvalu€<Odmm and Pi^gvalue-H.Odm^ itO,..AXiO

, - - - and pi2.pos^0 and

Pi*gapright=c(pij) and p^.gapleft^c (pli2)) then
connect w{piA& £
endif
x=dc(p,^
if(P i^.gvalue

<0m„

and

p ^ .g v a lu e +(0,..lx

Pi„-i.gapright=c(piA_l and piA.gapleft =c ( p p

connect w(pJA_
endif
endfor

■■■,0)>0dmmt and

^ _i

) then

P i^-i-p o siO

and
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end PI-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-WIRES
In the above procedure, when ptJ.pos is referred, if the pu is the left endpoint of
some candidate wire segment, then p ^ p o s - 1; if the ptJ is the right endpoint of some
candidate wire segment, then pij.pos=3; if ptj is the candidate endpoint other than the
left and right endpoint of some candidate wire segment, then plJ.pos=2; otherwise,
Pij.pos=0 if it is not connected with any candidate wire segment constructed above. All
this information will be useful when we construct the pointers. The last two if state
ments deal with the type 2 safe wires with negative G value. The wire segments con
structed by the above procedure have the properties shown below.
Theorem 63.3.1: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, the wire segments for net i con
structed by PI-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-WIRES is a set of safe wires for net x,
denoted as Sit with maximum G value, (i.e., there exists no set of non-overlapped safe
wires 5/ such that Gy/>GSi)
Proof:

Since

all

the candidate

endpoints

considered

in Pl-CONSTRUCT-

CANDIDATE-WIRES are safe endpoints, and the wire between any adjacent candidate
endpoints is connected (i.e., selected as a candidate wire segment) whenever it is a
safe wire with G value greater than or equal to 0m„ , the set of resulting wire segments
for net i is a set of safe wires with maximum G value.

□
6 3 .4 Constructing Pointers

After all the candidate wire segments have been constructed, the next step is to
construct the pointers between the candidate endpoints in candidate wires so that by
following these pointers, we can find a set of non-overlapped feasible wires with max
imum G value. To construct the pointers, we evaluate each candidate endpoint pLJ in
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the candidate wires from left to right; then construct a pointer from pLj to av-i» ^ ^
exists, or to some other candidate endpoints with maximum cumulative G value
depending on which one results in larger cumulative G value for ptJ. Let the cumula
tive G value and pointer of p (J be denoted as Pij.culgvalue and p t j . tp ointer respectively.
The detailed procedure to construct the pointers is shown as follows.
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procedure CONSTRUCT-POINTERS
Let l(Ni) and r(Nt) be the left and right bound of net i respectively.
Let rii be the number of total enpoints and ptJ be the j A endpoint in SE[l which is
constructed by Pl-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS
Let c(pij) be the column where p{J is located.
Let CPk={pu \pu .pos*0 and c(pii}y=k}
Let w(pu piJc) be the wire segment for net i connected by p(j and
Let colno be the total number of available columns for a given 2-RM-CRP in
stance
LAST =0

for all pij do

Pij •culgvalue=Ollwmx
Pij.pointer = {nil}
endfor
fo r £ = i to colno do
if (LAST*®) then
razx2=max { Pi j , culgvalue \PijeLAST }

MAXPOINTSET- { PiJ \Pij eLASTpij.culgvalue =max2 }
endif
for all PijeCPk do
if (Pij -pos> l or LAST* 0 ) then
if (pij.pos* 1) then

max 1=Pij .gvalue +Pi

.culgvalue
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if (Pij-2g Pij-i-pointer and Pij-i.gapright=c(pij.i) and Pij.gapleft=c 0,v _i)
then
■
X=^C(p,y-0
max 1=max l+(0dw.1,0<i_,0,...l«t..... *°o)
endif
if (Pij-Pos*3 and Pij.gapright=c(pij) ) then
x=dc(p,j)
max3=max lHOd^.1,0^,0, . . . , 1^,0,-Oq)
endif
if (pij.pos=1 or max2>max3) then
Pi j .culgvalue =max 2
Pi j ■pointer =MAXPOINTSET
else if (pij.pos=3 or max2<max l ) then
Pi j .culgvalue -max 1
Pij.pointer={ pi j_r }
LAST=LAST-{pi,} + {Pi J}

else
Look ahead to the candidate endpoints right to pit} and make the deci
sion
endif
endif
endfor
endfor
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end CONSTRUCT-POINTERS
This procedure checks each candidate endpoint p,v in SEf1 with pu .pos*Q from
the left column to right column. Let LAST be the set of the last evaluated candidate
endpoint pt>/ whose pointer points to pi(/_Initially, all pu .culgvalue is set to be 0m„ and
Pij.pointer is set to be {nil}, and LAST= 0 . In each column, initially, max2 is set the
maximum ptJ.culgvalue with p{j in LAST and MAXPOINTSET is set as the set of candi
date endpoints ptJ- in LAST with p(j.culgvalue=max2. When p(j is evaluated, if Pij.pos=l
and LAST=0, nothing needs to be done. Otherwise, appropriate pointers will be set
depending on the values of maxljnaxl, and max3 calculated in the above procedure.
The concept is explained as follows.
Let S, be the subset of F left to pid. If pid is the beginning endpoint of a certain
candidate wire segment

definitely, pu will be the left endpoint of some wire seg

ment in F and S,r\Sj=0. When Stnsi=0t GS)yjll=GSl+Gtl. To maximize the resulted GF , if
Pij is included in F, regardless of what will be chosen later for F, one pkiin in MAX
POINTSET with maximum cumulative G value at this moment should also be included
in F. Therefore in this case, we set the pointers from ptj to all the points in MAX
POINTSET. If pij is a middle point of a certain candidate wire segment sit then there
are two choices, either set the pointer of ptJ to MAXPOINTSET or p ,-d ep e n d in g on
which one results in the maximum cumulative G value for p{J. If tied, we will set the
pointer of p{J to ptj - 1 since in this case, we will generate less via. If p(J is the right
endpoint of a certain candidate wire segment sit then it is mandatory to set the pointer
of pu to Pij-u otherwise, if ptJ is included in the resulted F, it is just a point but not a
wire segment that does not make sense. It is possible that some pointers cannot be
determined in the currently considered candidate endpoint pu without considering
subsequent candidate endpoints. Let us explain this case as follows.
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Let /, and f k be the candidate wire segments as shown in figure 6.3.4.1.

fk

Pkj*
\

\
\
\
/.
^
* -------------------------- 1 ----------------------- •
Pij-1

Pij

PU*t

Figure 6.3.4.1 pointer construction

Also, let the cumulative G value for/* at pk„ be max2, and fo r/; at ptJ be max l if we
do not consider the G contribution of column c(p,v ), be max 3 if we consider the G con
tribution of column c(pij). Apparently, maxl^maxl. The possible relations between
maxi, max2, and max3 are shown as follows.
(i) max 3=max l. This implys that there exists at least one unconnectable bottom-side
terminal which is supposed to be connected withptj.
case 1.1: max2>max 1
We should set a pointer from p,j to pkjm
case 1.2: max2£maxl
We simply set a pointer from ptj to ptJ_i
(ii) max3>max l. The possible cases are as follows
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case 2.1: max2£max 1
W e simply set a pointer from pu to
case 2.2: maxl<max2£max3
It depends on the subsequent wire segm ent If in the subsequent wire segment,
to maximize the G value, plty need to connect with some unconnectable
bottom-side terminals, then we set a pointer from p(J to pk>m; otherwise, we set
a pointer from pfJ to pi(/_i.
case 2.3: max2>max3
We should set a pointer from p,j to pk^
From the above observation, the look-ahead strategy is invoked only in case 2.2.
In the real routing problem, since each G contains dmtJ+2 elements, and normally the
G value of the wire segment with some unconnectable bottom-side terminals will be
less than that of the wire segment without unconnectable bottom-side terminals, we
will have little chance to encounter the case 2.2. When the above procedure processes
from left to right, most of the wire segments with unconnectable bottom-side termi
nals will be out of the consideration for forming F except in some special cases. Even
though the case 2.2 happens, normally, it will be resolved by looking ahead to the next
candidate endpoint. The pointers constructed by CONSTRUCT-POINTERS have the
following property.
T heorem 6.3.4.1: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance and a set of candidate wires with the
pointers constructed by CONSTRUCT-POINTERS, for any candidate endpoint p,v in
the candidate wires, following the pointers and trace back, we always can find an F in
the span of column 1 to c fa j) with GF-pitj.culgvalue which is maximum
Proof: Directly from the above discussion and the construction of pointers in the pro
cedure CONSTRUCT-POINTERS
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□
6.3.5 Finding F

After all the pointers are constructed above, finding a F with maximum G value
is simple. We simply select a candidate endpoint with maximum cumulative G value
and trace back to find F. The procedure is shown as follows.
procedure FIND-F(f )
be the wire segment for net i from pijc to

Let
F=0

Let Pij be the candidate endpoint with maximum cumulative G value
while Pij.pointer* [nil} do
L ex pk^epij.pointer

if ( Jfe=i) then
F=Fvw(pi<rtp i j )

Pi J =Pk/n
endwhile
end FIND-F
In the above procedure, it is possible that there exists more than one candidate
endpoint with maximum cumulative G value or there exists more than one candidate
endpoint which is pointed by the currently considered candidate endpoint when we
trace back to find F. In this case, we can randomly choose any point since GP will not
be affected which is what concerns us at this moment. The procedure to construct F
can be summarized as follows.
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procedure Pl-CONSTRUCT-F (F)
Pl-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS
PI-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-WIRES
CONSTRUCT-POINTERS
FIND-FiF)
end

Pl-CONSTRUCT-F

Let the F found by Pl-CONSTRUCT-F be denoted as FP1. From theorem 6.3.4.1, it is
not difficult to come up with the following theorem.
Theorem 6.3.5.1: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, the constructed
overlapped safe wires with maximum

G

FP1

is a set of non-

value. I f F P1 is a type 1 F ,

Proof: Since all the candidate wires are safe wires, from theorem 6.3.4.1 we can con
clude that the Fp i is a set o f non-overlapped safe wires with maximum

G

value. Since

the candidate endpoints constructed by PI-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS
are based on the assumption of the existence of type 1 F , if FPl is a type 1 F , we also
can conclude that

Otherwise, this claim may not be correct since some valid

candidate endpoints may be eliminated at the first place under the above assumption,
the FP1 will not be guaranteed to be equal to Gro„

□
As we have mentioned before, the type 1 F does not always exist. Since now we
are able to find a set o f non-overlapped safe wires with maximum

G

value, the detec

tion o f the non-existence of type 1 F will be straightforward since the
1 F is always greater than the

G

G

value of type

value of other types of F . The fact is shown in the

following theorem.
Theorem 6.3.5.2: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, if the FP j is not a type 1 F , then there
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exists no type 1 F for the given 2-RM-CRP instance.
Proof: From theorem 6.3.5.1, we know that Fpx is a set of non-overlapped safe wires
with maximum G value. Also from theorem 6.2.4, we know the G value of type 1 F is
greater than the G value of other types of F. It is not difficult to see that when the FP1
is not a type 1 F , then there exists no type 1 F for the given 2-RM-CRP instance.

□
From theorem 6.3.5.1, we know that when FPl is not a type 1 F , then GFri will not
be guaranteed to be equal to G ^,. The issue of how to find an F with GP=Gtatx in this
situation will be discussed in section 6.6.

6.4 Constructing Wv

After the F has been found, before we go to the next track, we should find a set
of vertical wire segments wVt which are needed to complete the routing of track top
and connect all the related bottom-side terminals with F , and define a new 2-RM-CRP
instance with a new set of net and available columns. Apparently, wv=wvluW¥2, where
Wvl is the set of some vertical wire segment from track top+1 to track top, and Wv2 is
the set of some vertical wire segments from track top to track 0. After F is found, con
structing wv will be trivial. The procedure to construct the Wv is shown as follows.
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procedure CONSTRUCT-WV (F,WV)
W¥l = {w„I>t | the vertical wire segment from track top+l to track top in column k ,
where /t *0}
Wv2=0
for each selected wire segment s{ in F do
Wvz=Wviu [wv2jt I the vertical wire segment from track top to track 0 in column
k, where (r*=0 or tt =i), bk-i , and (/(^)<Jt<r(j,) or k=l(Nt) or Jfc=r(W,) }
end CONSTRUCT-WV

6.5 Defining A New 2-RM -CRP instance

Initially, the set AC of available columns of a given 2-RM-CRP instance is ini
tialized as the set of all the columns of a given 2-RM-CRP instance. It is obvious that
when a column is used to connect the bottom-side terminals with F, it will not be
available for the vertical wire connection in the new 2-RM-CRP instance. Also, as we
have mentioned before, for a given F, it is not necessary that all the feasible wire seg
ments fi in F together with Wv connect all the terminals i . Therefore a dogleg for net i
may be generated. If both sides of f t are doglegged, then an out-span net-splitting is
necessary; otherwise, a redundant horizontal wire segment for net i will be generated
in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP instances. It is also true that some /,• in F may contain
unconnectable bottom-side terminals. In this case, an in-span net-splitting is necessary
to connect all the unconnectable bottom-side terminals in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP
instances with minimum wiring costs. So c learly, given an F, to define a new 2-RMCRP instance, first we should define a new set of available columns and update all the
top-side and bottom-side terminals tk and bk for the new 2-RM-CRP instance, where
l<k<colno\ then do the in-span net-splitting or out-span net-splitting accordingly if
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necessary. Given F and Wv, updating the top-side and bottom-side terminals for the
new 2-RM-CRP instance will be easy, as shown below.
procedure UPDATE-TERMINALS (F, Wv )

Let l(si) and rfo) be the left and right bound of ^ in F respectively.
All the terminals tk or bk connected with Wv are updated such that ik=0 or bk=0
for each feasible wire segment /,• in F do

if (/fci*/(//,)) then

t*i=*
i f (k2*r(Ni)) then

lk2=i
endfor
end UPDATE-TERMINALS

In constructing the pointers, we have already determined the gap which the in-span
net-splitting should adopt. So to do in-span net-splitting, we simply use the informa
tion pij.gapleft and pij.gapright as a guideline to split the net such that the net i left to
Pij.gapleft and right to pij.gapright are treated as different nets in the 2-RM-CRP

instance. The procedure to do the in-span net-splitting is shown as follows.
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procedure IN-SPAN-NET-SPUTTING (F)
Let rij be the total candidate endpoints and pitj be the j* candidate endpoint in
each feasible wire segment / , in F .
Let c (Pij) be the column where the p{J is located.
Let netno be the total number of nets.
for e a c h /,e F do
for j= 2 to n, do
if (pij .gapleft#c (Pjj-i)) then
k=c(pij_,)
if( tk=0 o r ( tk=i and **/(/,))) then
netno =netno+\
tk=netno

endif
for m=k+l to Pij.gapleft do
if bm=i then
bm=tk

endif
•f (pt j -gopright

fa j )) then

k=c(ptj)
if (r*=0 o r (:k=i and k # r ( f i ))) then
netno =netno+\
tk=netno

endif
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for m=Pij.gapright tOJfc-1 do
if (bm=i) then
bm=tk
endfor
endif
endfor
endfor
end IN-SPAN-NET-SPLITTING
As we have mentioned before, for each f t in F, if /(f/)>/(W ,) and r ( /‘,)<r(A/J), the outspan net-splitting for net i is mandatory to avoid the redundant horizontal wire seg
ments in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP instances. The procedure to do the out-span netsplitting is shown as follows.
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procedure OUT-SPAN-NET-SPUTTING (F)
Let netno be the total number of nets,
for each /,e F do
if Q(fi )>/W) and r(fi)<r(Ni)) then
netno =netno+l
for m=r(fi) to r(Nf) do
if tm=i then
tm=netno
if bn=i then
bm~netno
endfor
endif
endfor
end OUT-SPAN-NET-SPLTTTING
From the procedures constructed above, for the given F and Wv , the procedure to
define a new 2-RM-CRP instance is shown as follows.
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procedure DEFINE-NEW-2-RM-CRP (F, Wv)
Let AC' be the set of available columns for the new 2-RM-CRP instance and n-.y
be the vertical wire segment from track top to track 0 in column k
AC=AC - { column k | wv2ite WV2)
UPDATE-TERMINALS(F, Wv)
IN-SPAN-NET-SPUTTING(F)
OUT-SPAN-NET-SPLrniNGiF)
end DEF1NE-NEW-2-RM-CRP

In the following, we give an example to demonstrate the above procedures to
process one track. Currently, the G is the only parameter we consider to choose the
FPl. In this example, we show what kind of problems will be generated under this sim
ple assumption and how to incorporate the G with other parameters and related
theorems mentioned in chapter 5 to choose a set of non-overlapped feasible wires Fp v
Although GFff may be less than GFri, conceptually speaking, the FP1. will perform better
than FPl while all the parameters are considered simultaneously.
Example 6.5.1: A given 2-RM-CRP instance with all the feasible endpoints for each
net is shown in figure 6.5.1, and the related Gave=(Vr,E)luEc) constructed by AVCGRAPH is shown in figure 6.5.2, where the number inside the circle represents the net
number, the solid arc represents the edge in £„, the dotted arc represents the edge in
Ec, and the pair of numbers inside the parenthesis represent the lt and p, for each net i
respectively.
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After applying the CONSTRUCT-SAFE-ENDPOINTS, the left safe endpoints are
shown in figure 6.5.3. From figure 6.5.3, we know that S£n=0 and 5£7 contains only
one point. For both nets, it is impossible to form a feasible wire in

Therefore, in

the subsequent procedures, neither net will be considered.
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Figure 6.5.3 safe endpoints

After applying the P I -CONSTR UCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS, the set SEf 1 of
constructed candidate endpoints for each net i , is shown in figure 6.5.4
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Figure 6.5.4 candidate endpoints

The candidate wire segments constructed by PI-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATEWIRES is shown in figure 6.5.5.
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The pointers between the candidate endpoints in the candidate wire segments
constructed by CONSTRUCT-POINTERS are shown in figure 6.5.6, where the
numbers inside the parenthesis stand for the cumulative G value at the related candi
date endpoint.
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Figure 6.5.6 constructed pointers

Note: the pointers frompitf to piiM are not shown.
Let h\(k ljk2) be the wire segment for net / from column ifcl to *2. To find F, we simply
pick up a candidate endpoint with maximum cumulative G value and follow the
pointers to trace back. From figure 6.5.6, it is not difficult to see that the selected max
imum cumulative G value is (04,9,1,0,1,0,0) and the found FP1 includes wi(l,7) and
h»5(9,18). Of course, GFr =(04,9,1,0,1,0,0). The found />, and wv are shown in figure
6.5.7.
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Figure 6.5.7 selected F and Wv

Given the FPl and Wv, the new 2-RM-CRP instance constructed by DEFINE-NEW-2 RM-CRP is shown in figure 6.5.8, where the vertical wavy line denotes the column
which is not available in the new 2-RM-CRP instance, and the related updated vertical
constraint graph

is shown in figure 6.5.9.
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Figure 6.5.8 the new 2-RM-CRP

Figure 6.5.9 resulted acyclic vertical constraint graph Gj*.
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From the
know

e

£ kkjEc) in figure 6.5.2 and G^=(V'^n'u£c') in figure 6.5.9, we

'^>ec. Such a situation is undesirable. From theorem 5.6.2, we know if we res

trict the safe endpoints a little bit, then the endpoints of all / , in F will not generate
new cyclic vertical constraints and all the added vertical constraints will not increase
imix. The following procedure generates the safe endpoints satisfying the condition
shown in theorem 5.6.2.
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procedure P l ’-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS

Let /(#, ) and r(/v. ) be the left and right bound of net i respectively.
Let c(pij) be the column where pi%} is located
for all net i do

Let Pij be the j A safe endpoint in S£,SEfv=0
for all PijeSEi do

k=c(Pij)
if (/*=* or (tk=0 and (bk=0 or bk=i)) o r j =0 or (v.eV and vjeV and /,■>/,) or
(v.eK and vjeV and /;</„,„)) then

sEr=sEru {PiJ}
endfor
endfor

Let

be the j* safe endpoint in SEf1'

for all net i do

SE[V=SE[1' - {PiJ I c(pij)<l(A
/,) and cfaj+iWiNi), or c(Pij)>r(Ni) and
c(pU-:)ZrWi)

}

end P I ' -CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS

In the above procedure, the first for-loop deletes all the safe endpoints which
violate the conditions shown in theorem 5.6.2; the second for-loop deletes all the safe
endpoints which may generate type 3 or type 2.2 feasible wires.
In the following, we run the same example except replace Pl-CONSTRUCTCANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS by Pl'-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS. Let
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the F found start from the set SEPV of candidate endpoints be denoted as FP The set
of candidate endpoints constructed by PI'-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS
is shown in figure 6.5.10.
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Figure 6.5.10 candidate endpoints

The candidate wire segments and related pointers are shown in figure 6.5.11.
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The selected FPV and Wv is shown in figure 6.5.12
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The new 2-RM-CRP instance and related updated vertical constraint graph
G'okHV JE ^ e 'c) are shown in figure 6.5.13 and 6.5.14respectively.
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Figure 6.5.13 the new 2-RM-CRP
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Figure 6.5.14 resulted acyclic vertical constraint graph

Let the resulted vertical constraint graphs be denoted as
and

FPV

and g££' after

are routed respectively. From figures 6.5.11 and 6.5.6, we know that

<^,,.=(0,5,8,2,1,0,1,0), which is less than the Gf,=(0,5,9,l,0,l,0,0). From figure 6.5.2, 6.5.9,

and 6.5.14, we know that £ / ‘c£ c and E?'z)Ee. From the routing point of view,

is

more desirable. Considering all the parameters simultaneously with higher priority on
d

in this case, we choose the

Ff V

instead of FP The performance of selecting

FpV

will be shown in chapter 9. Here, from figures 6.5.6 and 6.5.11, it is not difficult to see
that FPV, in this example, is a type 1 F with maximum
routed, the resulting £e'c£e.

G

value such that after the F is
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6.6 When Type 1 F Does Not Exist

As we have mentioned before, for a given 2-RM-CRP instance, it is not neces
sary that there exists a type 1 F . If type 1 F does not exist, which can be detected from
the

G

value of

taken? Since the

as shown in theorem 6.3.S.2, then what kind of actions should be
F

with maximum

G

value found in each 2-RM-CRP instance may

not be unique, in implementation, for the complete check, we can go back to preced
ing 2-RM-CRP instances and choose the alternative

F.

After the backtracking, if we

still cannot find a type 1 F in the currently considered track, then type 2
type 1 F is not found) may not have the maximum

G

FPX

(since

value due to some valid candi

date endpoints being eliminated in PI-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS
under the assumption of the existence of type 1 F . Under this circumstance, to find an
F

with

G

value equal to G ^,, we simply modify the PI-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-

ENDPOINTS so that all the feasible endpoints which may generate drai-relat ed prob
lems but not increase the dmtx are still considered as candidate endpoints. The pro
cedure to construct such candidate endpoints under this circumstance is shown as fol
lows.
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procedure P2 -CON STR UCT- CANDIDA TE-ENDPOINTS
be the j A feasible endpoint in FEt.

Let

L e tc (Pij) be the column where pu is located.
Let FEi*=FEi for all i .
for all net i do
for all P i j in FEf2 do
if ( dk*dmix and ( r (Ar4)<*sc(p,v ) o r c (ptj)^k<l(Nt) )) then
F E f^F E f2 -

{ P ij

}

for all p u in FEf2 do
F E f^F E f2 - { Pij\c(p(j)<t(Ni) and c(pij+l)zi(Ni), or c(p,J )>r(WI) and
c(Pij-\)Zr(Ni) }
endfor
end P2 -CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS
In the above procedure, the first sub-for-loop deletes all the feasible endpoints
which may increase the

for the new 2-RM-CRP instance; the second sub-for-loop

deletes all the feasible endpoints which may generate type 3 or type 2.2 feasible wires.
Here, we denote the F constructed from FEf2 as FP2 and the procedure to construct FP2
as P2-CONSTRUCT-F. The constructed FP2 has the following property.
T heorem 6.6.1: Given a 2-RM-CRP and constructed FP1 and FP2, G ^G f,,=G miX.
Proof: If type 1 F exists for a given 2-RM-CRP instance, since SEf' ^FEf 2 and the fact
shown in theorem 6.3.5.1, it is not difficult to conclude that GFr=GFr=Gmn. If type 1 F
does not exist, since FEf2 includes all possible candidate endpoints, from theorem
6.3.4.1, we can conclude that GFt=Gmil,. Under this circumstance, since SEf' ^FEf 2,
GFt^GFtl
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□
Similarly, when type 1 F does not exist, considering the routing effect, we can
modify the P2-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS by applying theorem 5.6.2.
The resulting procedure and the constructed F are referred as P2’-CONSTRUCT-F
and FP respectively. To avoid the duplication, we omit the procedure ( please refer to
PT-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS).
Since dmtx is the major factor to influence the channel width, in P lCONSTRUCT-F and P2-CONSTRUCT-F, we only focus on the minimization of

G

value. In P I ’-CONSTRUCT-F and P 2’-CONSTRUCT-F , even though we consider the
structure of Cm to avoid generating new cycles or increasing the longest path of

G„e

while constructing F, the consideration for d ^ is still higher than that for the structure
of G „ c , So for a given 2-RM-CRP, if it is dominated by d ^ , the above greedy way to
decrease

will be sufficient to approach the minimum channel width effectively,

which will be shown in chapter 9.
Although in most cases the given 2-RM-CRP instances are dominated by d ^ , in
some cases, instead o f dmx> the structure of CTC, characterized by Jm„ and

Ee ,

strictly

determines the final channel width. In such a situation, if we do not pay attention to
Gmc

and just apply the above procedures to decrease dmtx, the routing result will not be

as good as we do since decreasing

d mxx may

be restricted by the structure of Gavc in the

following CRP instances.
As we have mentioned before,

Gme

is characterized by

and Ec , If every net is

a free net, which implys 1^=0, then the channel width can simply be achieved in d ^
tracks as shown in [1]. In the real world, although such a kind of situation is too sim
ple and ideal and may never happen, the concept implied is important, which is
directly applied in the developed routing algorithm.
From the above discussion, we know that when channel width is dominated by
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the structure of

, what we want is to decrease

and Ec» and increase the number

o f free nets as much as possible. In the analysis of wiring effects to the vertical con
straint graph Gg". in chapter 5, we only focus on the non-increase of /m„ and Ee while
constructing F. Currently, we are not very clear about how to decrease both parame
ters optimally while still considering dm... In the next section, we will apply some
parameters to achieve this goal.
As for maximizing the number of free nets, which is an indirect way to decrease
/m„, it is easier to implement in the previous pointer construction. As we have men
tioned, when a wire segment /, is routed, some vertical constraints may be added,
controlled as shown in theorem 5.6.2, and the vertical constraints Vj-»v; located in
column k will be deleted if the column k is passed through by /,-, tk=i, bk=j, j* 0, and
j * i . If v,- is the only ancestor vertex of vJt a fte r/, is routed, the net j will be a free net,
(i.e. the number of free nets is increased by one). If we consider the number of created
free nets with higher priority than the G value in CONSTRUCT-POINTERS, then fol
lowing the pointers, we always can find an F of the existing type which will create the
maximum number of free nets for the new 2-RM-CRP after it is routed. Since the con
struction of such pointers with the consideration of the number of cr eated free nets is
similar to the previous one, for simplicity we omit the description of this procedure.
Let the F constructed under this criteria is referred to as FP3. Similarly, the FP3
with endpoints constrained by theorem 5.6.2 is referred to as FPy. Also let the number
o f created free nets after F is routed be denoted as free_net(F). The constructed FP3 has
the following property.
Theorem 6.6.2: Given a 2-RM-CRP and constructed FP1 and FP3, either GFf=GFri, or
GFrt<GFri and free_net (FP3)>freejiet (FPj ) will hold.
Proof: Since the pointers for finding FP1 are constructed with the G value having the
highest priority to be considered, definitely, GFr£GFtt. Similarly, since the pointers for
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finding FP3 are constructed with the number of created free nets having a higher prior
ity than the G value, freejiet (FP3)>freejiet (/>,). When GFrt<GFri, it is obvious that some
G value of FP3 is sacrificed to increase freenet (FP3). So under this circumstance, we
also can conclude that free net (FP£>free net (FPj)

□
In the following, we use the examples from [10] to demonstrate the above concept
Example 6.6.1[10]: The given 2-RM-CRP and related feasible endpoints is shown in
figure 6.6.1.
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Figure 6.6.1 Feasible endpoints

Since f>i (includes h»9{4,5), h»6(6,10), and h>3(11,12)) is not a type 1 F and / „ , is not
significantly greater than C , so we choose Fpy (includes w2(23), h»,(6,7), and w9(9,10)).
The related candidate endpoints are shown in figure 6.6.2 and the constructed pointers
are shown in figure 6.6.3, where the number inside the parentheses represents the
cumulative number of created free nets.
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Figure 6.6.3 Candidate wires and pointers
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6.7 W hen type 3 F Should Be Considered

Since most o f CRP instances are dominated by

and the G value o f F directly

characterizes this consideration, from theorem 6.2.4 we know that type 1 F is pre
ferred to type 2 F and type 2 F is preferred to type 3 F. If type 1 F exists, we will
choose Fpy. Otherwise, we also choose the type 2 FP¥ if dm, is a dominating factor to
determine the channel width, or choose the type 2 Fpy if the structure of

is a dom

inating factor to determine the channel width. As discussed above, we never consider
type 3 F , which in most cases is a negative factor for minimizing the channel width.
Unfortunately, there exist some 2-RM-CRP instances such that routing a type 3
F performs better than routing a type 2 F. Although such cases are not encountered
very often in the real world, for research interest and the completeness of the proposed
channel routing algorithm, we will devote this section to discuss how to find an
optimal type 3 F if the situation is mandatory.
For a given 2-RM-CRP instance, if type 1 F does not exist and

is a dominat

ing factor to determine the channel width, then there is no reason to route a type 3 F .
Let ljnax(F) and free net (F) be the l'mtx o f the new 2-RM-CRP and the number of
created free nets after F is routed respectively. When type 1 F does not exist and the
structure of Gavc is a dominating factor to determine the channel width, it is possible
that a type 3 F may perform better than a type 2 F if
freejiet (type 3 F)>freejiet (type 2 F)
or
ljnax(type 3 F)<ljnax(type 2 F)
As we have mentioned before, the structure o f Gme is characterized by /m„ and Ec and
the cyclic-vertical constraints in Ee can be eliminated optimally with the consideration
of column density when F is routed. So when type 2 Fpy is still not sufficient to
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modify the structure of Gw , under this circumstance the key issue is how to find an F
such that l_max(F) is minimized.
l
To reduce lmx through the routing of a track traditionally is difficult and no exist
1

ing formal algorithm is dedicated to solve this problem convincingly. To decrease /m„,
from the graphic point of view, some vertical constraint in £„ should be deleted. Obvi
ously, not all the vertical constraints in EH can be deleted freely due to the limited
track space, and feasible endpoints for each net are constrained by the given 2-RMCRP instance. To consider the conflict of the deletion of each vertical constraint, the
way to find an optimal F according to /^-related parameter, which will be defined
below, will exactly follow the same fashion as finding an F with Gmtx. Apparently, the
deletion of edges closed to the middle portion of Gmc will have more chance to
decrease lmn most. Such a concept can be simply formulated as follows.
Given a vertical constraint v, -»vy, the contribution of the deletion of v, ->vy to
decrease the /m„ is defined as
min(p,+lti/+l)
Here we use the p;+i and /;+l instead of p, and lj is to make all the

/(v,->v; )

the posi

tive numbers to distinguish from the column without a vertical constraint. Apparently,
the greater the value of /(v ,-» v ;) is, the more chance the deletion of v; ->vy- will contri
bute to the decrease of /mtv
Given a feasible wire / , from the above definition, the measure of the contribu
tion of f i to minimize /m,xis defined by the L value of /,

where the v,—»y> is the vertical constraint which will be deleted from Gmc when /,• is
routed. Similarly, for a given non-overlapped feasible wires F, the L value of F is
defined
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lf

= 2 £■/,= £
f,eF

(v,—>vj)

f,m F

where v, -»vy is the vertical constraint which will be deleted from CTC when / , eF is
routed. Similarly, we define
^ m

u

=

{

k,p<

) >

where l<i<m and m is the number of all possible sets of non-overlapped feasible wires
which can be routed in the topmost track.
For each feasible endpoint Pij, if pit) is passed by some/,- in F, the contribution
to decrease /m„ is defined as
p^.lvalue
where /*=/, bk=m, i*m, k=c(pij), and v„ is not the ancestor vertex of v,-; otherwise
Pi j .lvalue =0
From the above definition, it is not difficult to come up with the following theorem.
T heorem 6.7.1: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance and a unit feasible wire uiJt if
Pij-\.lvalue=Q and pt j .lvalue =0, L^j^Q
Proof: Directly from the definition of utJ and

□
Before we go further, let us take a look at the type 3 and 2.2 feasible wires,
which are not considered to form a FP„ FP2, and FP3 due to no contribution to the G
value o f F as shown in theorem 6.2.5 and 6.2.6. From the definition of Lfi, it is
interesting that there exists some similar property for both types of feasible wires
when L is considered. The following theorem shows some partial evidence about why
type 3 feasible wire is undesirable from the param eter/, which we want to maximize.
T heorem 6.7.2: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance and a type 3 feasible wire / , , Z,/(=0
Proof: For type 3 feasible wire /,-, it is impossible to have a top-side terminal tk=i in
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the span of /,. Since no vertical constraint v,->v; will be deleted after/,- is routed, Lfl=Q

□
Let w,(Jt ljk2) be a wire for net i from column k l to column k l. Similarly, the fol
lowing theorem shows some partial evidence about why type 2.2 feasible wires are
undesirable from the parameter L which we want to maximize.
Theorem 6.7.3: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance and a type 2.2 feasible wire /, with
c(p,jH(^i)(r(W,)) and c(p.j-ihl(/‘.)(c(p,J+1y=r(f,-)), there exists a feasible w ire // such
th a t//c /i and Lf ~Lfi.
Proof: Since for each /,-, in calculating the L/t, at least one candidate endpoint should
be selected for the connection purpose in the subsequent 2-RM-CRP instance, which
will not contribute to L. Since / f is a type 2.2 feasible wire, piti.lvalue =0. Definitely it
can be selected for the connection purpose without decreasing the L/(. It is not difficult
to see that if we choose //=w/(c(p,j),r(f,.)) ( or//=w, (/(/■,-),cfp. j)), L/(-=L/(. It is obvious
that / /c /i

□
In the following, first we develop the procedures to find the F with LF=Lmtx\ then
to guarantee no increase of lrai and Ec for the new 2-RM-CRP instance, the procedure
to construct the candidate endpoints is modified accordingly.
In constructing the candidate endpoints, from theorems 6.7.2 and 6.7.3, since
type 3 and some of type 2.2 feasible wires will not contribute to LF, all the feasible
endpoints which have the potential to generate these feasible wires will not be con
sidered as candidate endpoints. The procedure to construct candidate endpoints is
shown as follows.
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procedure P4-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS
Let l(Ns) and r(Af,) be the left and right bound o f net i respectively.
Let pij be the j A feasible endpoint in FEim
Let c(pij) be the column where pit} is located
for all net i do
FEf4=FE;
FE?4=FEf4 -

[Pij

I c(pu ) < m )

and piJ+l.lvalue=0, or c(plJ)>r(//i) and

Pij-i-lvatue=Q }
endfor
end P4-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-ENDPOINTS
In constructing the candidate wire segments, there are two differences from the
previous one. First, since we only focus on maximizing LF without having any restric
tion on the candidate wire segments, any wire segment connected by two candidate
endpoints will always be eligible as a candidate wire segment. Second, to maximize
Lf , any unit feasible wire shown in theorem 6.7.1 will not be selected as a candidate
wire segment since it will not contribute to LF if it is included in F. The procedure to
construct the candidate wire segments is shown as follows.
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procedure P4-CONSTRUCT-CANDIDATE-WIRES
L e t «, be the total number, and p(J be the j A candidate endpoints for net i in FEf-0
be the wire segment for net i from pid_x to pid.

Let
for all net / do

for j - 2 to «, do
if (Pij^.lvalue*o or p{J,lvalue*0) then
connect w(pid_xj>id)
end CONSTR UCT-CANDIDATE-WIRES
Similarly, before we construct the pointers, we need to know the way to calculate
the L value of a unit feasible wire uid and the operation of the L value when two unit
feasible wires uid and uiJ+l are unioned. In the following, we show the way to calcu
late Lfl. Since the unit feasible wire uid is only a special case of the feasible w ire/, , all
the operations eligible to /, will be also eligible to uu .
For a given feasible wire /,- with n feasible endpoints, if /,- together with Wv can
not connect all the terminal *, one of the n feasible endpoints in /,• needs to run a unit
of vertical wire segment downward and be updated as terminal / , if originally it is a
non-terminal, in the new 2-RM-CRP instance; otherwise, the terminals i connected
with/,- will be insulated from other unconnected terminals i. To maximize the L value
o f / , , we always choose one of the feasible endpoints pid in /, with minimum PijJvalue
for the connection purpose. The procedure to calculate the Lf , is simply shown as fol
lows.
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procedure COUNT-L-VALUE (L/()
Let n be the total number o f feasible endpoints and p tJ be the

feasible end

point i n /,.
minlvalue=min { piJc.lvalue

}

L/= 0
for k = l to n do
Ll,=Lf.+Pi*-lvalue
if ( minlvalue*0 an d (/</,-)*/(/*/,) o r r(/,i)?tr(Wi) or N{ is not a free n e t)) then
L f= L f—minlvalue

end COUNT-L-VALUE

Obviously, the Lft calculated above has the following property.
Theorem 6.7.4: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, and a feasible wire / , , the Lft calculated
by COUNT-L-VALUE is maximum such that /, uWv and the routing solution o f the
new 2-RM-CRP instance can form a routing solution o f the original 2-RM-CRP
instance
Proof: Directly from the concept discussed above and the way we calculate the Lfl in
COUNT-L-VALUE

□
To adopt the dynamic programming technique and simplify the calculation o f Lfi,
the operation of L value should be defined when two feasible wires are unioned.
Given /,■ and f j with at most one endpoint overlapped, if / /n / ,= 0 , then the L value of
f i Uf j is the sum o f L values o f / , and / , , i.e. LfiKJf=Lfi+Lfr I f / . r / , - ^ , then j - i and
f ir\fj =pi'X, In this case, the calculation of

will be a little different from the pro-
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cedure UNION-G-VALUE. Let / ,' is the wire w f a j ^ j d , f ? be the wire wf a J2piJ3),
and f i 1 be the wire

The procedure to calculate the L/(«* is shown as fol

lows.
procedure UNION-L-VALUE (f ' =wf aj i /»,•

fa J2P ij£ Jilz=wf a j i & j d )

Let pij be the j* feasible endpoint, and n l, n2 be the total number of feasible
endpoints i n / ,1 and/^respectively.
middle

j 2.lvalue

min l=min { piJc.lvalue | p .^ e/,1,

}

min2=min { p;Jc.lvalue |piJke /,2, \<Jc<n2 }
if (middle ^min 1 and middle^min 2) then
Lf^Lf^Lj-m iddle +max (min ljnin2)
else

if ( Hf'hKNi) an d r(fi2)=r(Ni) and Nt is a free net and ( min 1*0 o r mm2*0)) then
l+min2
end tW /ON-L-VALUE
For any given feasible wire / , , the L value calculated by applying the COUNTL-VALUE and UNION-L-VALUE is maximum as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.7.5: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, and a feasible wire / , containing n
n

feasible endpoints a,i«P..2>•' •Pi** the L/( calculated by \^juiJf through COUNT-Lk<=2
VALUE and UNION-L-VALUE is maximum.
Proof: Directly from the definition of the L value for the unit feasible wire and the
operations of L defined in UNION-L-VALUE when two feasible wires are unioned.
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□
Since the COUNT-L-VALUE and UNION-L-VALUE have been defined similarly,
we can construct the pointers and find F as before. For simplicity, we omit both pro
cedures. Let the constructed F be denoted as FPA and the Fpa with the endpoints res
tricted by theorem 5.6.2 be denoted as FPA>. The constructed FPA has the following pro
perty.
Theorem 6.7.6: Given a 2-RM-CRP instance, FPA is a set of non-overlapped feasible
wire with LF,-E max such that FP4 and WV and the routing solution of the defined new 2RM-CRP can form the routing solution of the original 2-RM-CRP.
Proof: It is easier to prove the above theorem than the theorem 6.3.5.1 since counting
the L contribution of the connection column is mandatory to calculate the L value of
the currently considered wire segment, and it is not affected when the right-hand side
wire segment is considered. Referring to figure 6.3.4.1, we know maxl=tmx3. So there
is no ambiguous pointer which should be determined until the next candidate endpoint
is considered. If max2<jnax\, we simply set a pointer from ptJ to

otherwise, we

set pointers from p; j to all the points in MAXPOINTSET. So from the construction o f
pointers and theorem 6.7.5 when a new candidate endpoint is considered, we conclude
that LFf=Lmtx

□
In the following, we use an extreme example from [11] to demonstrate the con
cept proposed in this section.
Exam ple 6.7.1[11]: The given 2-RM-CRP and related feasible endpoints are shown in
figure 6.7.1.
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Figure 6.7.1 Feasible endpoints

Since Fpx ( includes »v13(15,16>) is not a type 1 F and

is significantly greater than

dmtlt instead of choosing FPy, we choose FPr ( includes w-^2,9) and wg(10.17) ). The
related candidate endpoints and constructed pointers are shown in figure 6.7.2 and
6.7.3 respectively.
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Figure 6.7.3 Candidate wires and related pointers

After FP4- is routed, to achieve the maximum L value o f FpJft the Wv and the new
2-RM-CRP are constructed a bit differently from the previous one. Since all the struc
tures o f the procedures have been developed and the related concepts are presented,
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we omit the details.

6.8 Designing The Algorithm

In the previous sections, we discussed how to find an optimal F according to dif
ferent criteria under assumed situations. Apparently, the pointers construction, which
directly affects the routing performance and searching efficiency, is the heart of the
proposed routing algorithm and is delicately designed. Although G characterizes most
of wiring effects globally, to have better routing performance, in some case we need
to condider deleting some vertical constraints to create free nets for the new 2-RMCRP with the sacrifice of GP in the currently considered track. So in implementation,
based on the pointers constructed according to G, some heuristic can be applied in
making this decision to make the routing algorithm more powerful and efficient. As
we mentioned before, the backtracking can be implemented when type 1 F is not
found, depending on the demanded quality of the routing solution and the computing
resource.

Chapter 7
Time Complexity Analysis

As we mentioned before, the span of each net,

and

are the major data

structures which we need to construct F in the developed algorithm. Let n be the total
number of net, c be the total number of columns, and w be the resulting channel width
for a given 2-RM-CRP instance. Calculating the span of each net takes 0 (c ) time, and
density of each column takes 0(nc) time. To construct the

from AVC-GRAPH,

first we should sort all the columns with vertical constraint in the descending order of
density which takes 0(it2logn) (or O(clogc)) time; then add the vertical constraints
from high density column to low density column to the related E„ and Ee which takes
0(cn2) time, where c is the maximum number of vertical constraints which will be
added and n2 is for updating the ancestor-descendant relations between each net after a
vertical constraint is added; to label each vertex in G ^ takes 0 (n ) time. So tot ally,
the time complexity to construct all the data structures for a given 2-RM-CRP is
0(cn2).
In constructing the F, to construct the candidate endpoints takes 0(nc) time; to
construct candidate wire segments also takes 0(nc) time; to construct the pointers, we
scan the candidate endpoints from left to right; in each column, at most n candidate
endpoints need to be considered; so totally it takes 0(/ic ) time; to find the F, we sim
ply select a candidate endpoint with maximum cumulative G(L) value, and follow the
pointers to trace back, which takes 0 (c ) time. So totally, to construct the F takes 0(nc)
time.
After F is found, it is simple to construct HV, which takes 0 (c ) time. To define a
new 2-RM-CRP instance, first we should update the net definition for the new 2-RMCRP instance which takes 0 (c ) time, and do the in-span net-splitting or out-span net126
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splitting, if necessary, which also takes 0(c) time. So to define a new 2-RM-CRP
instance totally takes 0(c) time.
According to our algorithm, the new Cw can be simply constructed by adding or
deleting some vertical constraints to or from the original

. For a given F , at most n

vertical constraints need to be added. Since all the added vertical constraints in the
proposed algorithm are constrained by theorem 5.6.2, no cyclic vertical constraints
will be generated. So in fact, for the addition of each vertical constraint, in updating
the new Gavc> we do not need to update the ancestor-descendant relationship between
each net, which mainly is to detect the cyclic vertical constraints, that takes 0 (1^
time. So the addition of vertical constraints takes 0(c) time. Similarly, the deletion of
vertical constraints takes 0(c) time. The new G^ can simply be constmcteded by the
addition and deletion of vertical constraints in 0(c) time instead of from scratch, as
shown above, which takes O (cn2) time. From the above analysis, since processing one
track and updating

take 0(nc) time, the complete time complexity for the

developed routing algorithm is 0(wnc), where w is the resulting channel width of the
given 2-RM-CRP.

Chapter 8
Extension of The Proposed Channel Routing Algorithm
to The Three-Layer Router

Multi-layer routing has become important with a silicon process using two
metals and one silicon layer [48], which is also referred to as a three layer routing
model. In the three-layer restricted-Manhattan overlap routing model, normally two
types are studied: HVH and VHV. In the HVH model, all the horizontal wire seg
ments are restricted to run in the first and third layers, and all vertical wire segments
are restricted to run in the second layer of the channel. In the VHV model, on the con
trary, all horizontal wire segments are only allowed to run in the second layer, and all
the vertical wires are restricted to run in the first and third layers of the channel. For a
given CRP instance, the lower bounds of channel width in both HVH and VHV
models are

and dmi. respectively. When the HVH routing model is considered,

since only one layer is allowed to run the vertical wire segments, the consideration for
Gm is emphasized in developing the channel routing algorith m in this model. When
the VHV routing model is considered, since the vertical wire segments are allowed to
run in two different layers, most vertical violations can be resolved by routing the two
vertical wire segments in different layers with some portions overlapped. So in this
routing model, the consideration of

instead of Gw will critically affect the routing

performance.
If minimization of the channel width is the main purpose of the developed threelayer router, the HVH routing model is preferred since, theoretically, only half of the
tracks are needed to achieve the routing solution in the HVH than in the VHV model.
In this chapter, we base the algorithms developed in chapter 6, with some
modification, so that all the routing solutions in 2-RM-CRP generated can always be
128
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transformed into the routing solutions in the HVH model. To consider the routing per
formance, we also allow some vertical wire segments to be routed in the first or third
layer of the channel. Therefore, the resulting routing solution generated by the threelayer router developed in this chapter is in the 3-M-O routing model.
It is interesting that there is some relationship between the routing solutions in
2-RM and HVH models as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 8.1: For a given 2-RM-CRP instance, if there exists a routing solution w
with channel width of w such that for each pair of tracks 2k-l and 2k, where
there exist no vias for different nets in each column, then there always exists a routing
solution w' with channel width equal to |y | for the related 3-RM-O-CRP.
Proof: To transform the routing solution W with channel width of w for a given 2RM-CRP instance to the routing solution w ’ for the related 3-RM-O-CRP instance, we
simply assign the odd and even number horizontal wire segments of W to the first and
third layers consecutively and assign all the vertical wire segments of W to the second
layer of the w \ Since all the odd and the related even number tracks of W do not con
tain the vias for different nets in each column, assigning all the vertical wire segments
of W to the second layer of w' will not make the wires for different nets share the
same grid point in the second layer. Therefore, the w' generated from the above
transformation is a ragitemate routing solution for the related 3-RM-O-CRP. It is also
not difficult to see that the channel width of the related 3-RM-O-CRP w'=fyl.

□
Normally, the track number in a channel is counted from bottom to top in
ascending order. Since the based two-layer router routes the wires in track-by-track
fashion from top to bottom, if we follow the above convention, whether the currently
considered track t is an odd or even number will not be known until the routing is
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complete. To make the explanation easier, we count the track number from top to bot
tom in ascending order in the following discussion.
To apply the above theorem, some of the procedures developed in chapter 6 may
need minor modification so that the generated routing solution W for a 2-RM-CRP can
always be transformed into the routing solution W' of the related 3-RM-O-CRP. It is
obvious that when we construct the routing solution W with the consideration of
theorem 7.1, the only difference is in constructing candidate endpoints, which is
shown as follows:
When an odd number track t is considered, since the vias generated in the previ
ous track t-1 will not affect the via generated in track /, no extra consideration is
needed. When an even number track t is considered, to apply theorem 7.1, we know
that for each column Jfc if there exists a via for net i generated in track t - l, then no via
for other than net i can be generated in the track t. Since the endpoints of a wire seg
ment in the 3-RM-O routing model always generate vias whether they are connected
with the top-side terminals, the bottom-side terminals, or just for a dogleg purpose, the
above concept can be interpreted as follows:
When an even number track t is considered, in a column k if there exists a via for
net i in track r-1, then the candidate endpoints of a net other than n e t» will not
occur in the column k.
The above consideration can simply be implemented in selecting the candidate end
points.
It is not difficult to visualize that when more constraints are applied in selecting
the candidate endpoints, we will have less chance to find a type 1 F for a given 2RM-CRP. To consider the routing performance of W , which directly affects the rout
ing performance of w \ in each track if the situation is allowed, we want to eliminate
the constraints in selecting the candidate endpoints as much as possible. In transfor
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mation, if the wiring requirement is not violated, we want to assign the wire segments
to different layers as freely as possible. Based on the above concepts, some other con
siderations in selecting candidate endpoints are shown as follows.
For a given CRP, let W and W" be the routing solutions in the 2-RM and 3-M-O
routing models respectively. Given a 2-RM-CRP instance with rfmll=l and currently
considered track t, if t is an odd number, no extra consideration is needed. If t is an
even number, as we know, the horizontal wire segment in the track t o f W will be
assigned to the third layer, track

of w ". Since ^ = 1 and no more horizontal wire

segments will be assigned to the third layer of W", the vertical wire segments which
connect with the bottom-side terminals can also be assigned to the third layer of w ".
So in this case any vias generated in track t - l of W will not restrict the selection of
candidate endpoints in the track t of W in considering the transformation.
When ^ * = 2 , similarly if currently considered track t is an odd number, no extra
consideration is needed. If t is an even number, since
ments assigned to the third layer, track

the horizontal wire seg

of W~ will be the last ones being assigned to

the third layer o f w “ ( the horizontal wire segments in track t+l of W will be assigned
to the first layer, track

of w')t the vertical wire segments for connecting the

bottom-side terminals can also be assigned to the third layer of W" without blocking
any horizontal wire segments routed in the third layer of w ".
From the above discussions, it is clear that for a given 2-RM-CRP instance, if
d ^ x<2, no extra consideration is needed in constructing candidate endpoints.
In fact, this concept can also be expanded when dmtx>2. Given a 2-RM-CRP
instance with the currently considered track t, if dk£2, then the via generated in the
column k, track t - l will not affect the selection of candidate endpoints in track t in
considering the transformation.
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Similarly, this concept can also be inverted so that when a via is generated in
column k, track t of W to connect the top-side terminal tk, if no horizontal wire seg
ment is routed through c o lu m n -tra c k t' of W, where t<t and t'mod2=tmod2, then the
via generated in track t will not affect the selection o f candidate endpoints in track
t+1.
O f course, not only can the vertical wire segments be assigned to the first or third
layer o f the channel to avoid the overlaps o f vertical wire segments for different nets
as shown in this chapter, but the horizontal wire segments can also be assigned to the
second layer to create more horizontal routing space. We believe that globally assign
ing the wire segments in the alternative layers appropriately will lead to better routing
solutions if they exist. Definitely, the wire assignments will be very complicated.

Chapter 9
Experimental Results

Theoretically, we have shown how to achieve a local optimal routing solution in
one track according to different criteria in different situations as shown in the previous
chapters. With local optimal routing solutions, we greedily approach the global rout
ing solution. Due to the complex nature of the channel routing problem, in this
chapter, we use experimental results to partially prove and support the efficiency and
correctness of the proposed routing algorithm.
We have implemented the algorithm in C on a Vax 11/780 running unix. The
comparison of routing performance (tracks used) for some examples in the literature
in two-layer and three-layer routing models are shown in tables 9.1 and 9.2 respec
tively. In both tables, the examples 3a, 3b, and 3c are from [6], diff. from [3], and
cycle.tough, rl, r2, r3, and r4 from [8]. The numbers with + stand for the solutions
generated from our router, which outperforms others generated from the currendy
existing routers; the numbers with * stand for theoretically optimal solutions, which
cannot be improved further, in both 2-RM and 3-RM-O routing models. It is not
difficult to see that the results generated from our router hit the optimal solution in
most cases. For some of the theoretically non-optimal solutions, they also outperform
those from other routers. Although it is not proved, we believe they are also optimal
(i.e. a theoretical optimal solution may not exist)
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Comparison of our router with Existing Two-Layer Channel Routers
Channel
1989
1986
1986
1985
1982
density
Our
Shin
Braun
Yoshimura
Reed
Example
router
and S-V and etc.
and etc.
and Kuh
4pi»»
3a
13
15*
15*
15'
15'
15'
3b
17
17'
..... 17'
17'
18
18
3c
18
18'
18'
19
T9' '
18’
cycle.tough
16
16'+
19
17
17
diff.
19'
" 19
19'
19'
19J
20
rl
IT""
20
22
22
22
21
r2
..... 20 '
20’
20’
20'
21
20'
r3
16
17
17
"18
1’8 ""
17
r4
20 "
15
16*
17
17
17

Table 9.1

C o m p a r is o n o f o u r ro u te r w ith E x istin g T h re e -L a y e r C h a n n e R o u te rs
1984
C hannel
1989
1986
1986
1985
C hen
d e n s ity
O ur
B ra u n
Enbody
r o g¥_
u te ..„
r
a n d L iu
E x a m p le
H a m b ru sc h
a n d etc.
and Du
3a
nr
8*
81
~8*...... ...... T 5 ‘
3b
17
10
9U
10
10
16
3c
18
9'
9'
10
9’
17
c y c le .to u g h
16
"9
' ..... 9
d iff.
14
19
10'*
11
18
13
rl
20
u*
12
r2
20
10'*
. . . l9l
r3
16
9
r4
15
8'*
9

1984
B ru e ll
and Sun
8'
10
10
11

Table 9.2
Note: The blanks in both tables indicate that comparative data is not available; the
numbers with + stand for the solutions generated from our router which outperforms
others generated from the currently existing routers; the numbers with * stand for
theoretically optimal solutions, which cannot be improved further, in both 2-RM and
3-RM-O routing models.
The routing solutions generated from our router for the examples cycle.tough, r4
in the two-layer routing model and 3b, diff. rl, r2, and r4 in the three-layer routing
model have exceeded the best results generated from currently existing routers. For
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these examples, we also show the detail routing through figures 9.1 to 9.7, where W
represents the routing solution of a given 2-RM-CRP. For simplicity of drawing, the
routing solutions of given 3-M-O-CRP from figure 9.3 to 9.7 are represented by their
original routing solutions o f the related 2-RM-CRP. Since the diff.(Deutsch difficut
example) represents a benchmark problem in the 2-RM routing model, we also show
its detail routing in figure 9.8.
Although the routing performance o f our router is almost a milestone in heuristic
routing algorithms, what we want to emphasize is the way it approachs the solution
and the potential it can be expanded in other routing models.
Since each wire assignment is generated from accurate calculations and careful
considerations, which are based on the concepts and theorems shown in chapters 4, 5,
6, and 7, unlike the other routers, the routing performance of our router is not depen
dent on backtracking. Normally, the type 1 F is found in the first place, if it exists. If
type 1 F is not found, we simply go back to the previous track and rechoose the alter
native F .
In the two-layer routing problems, one thing worth mentioning is that the routing
solutions generated from our router are all in the restricted-Manhattan routing model,
which traditionally is the most difficult of all the routing models. Therefore, instead of
restricted-Manhattan routing model, some routers try to use the overlaps [8,12,31] or
diagonal routing [5] to avoid the vertical constraint violation, which is emphasized in
our algorithm, and improve the routing performance. In the most restricted routing
model, our router still outperforms other routers. We believe that when the proposed
routing algorithm is expanded in other routing models, it will perform much better.
Similarly, in the three-layer routing problems, although the routing solutions
generated from our router are in the Manhattan overlap routing model, we consider
only assigning the vertical wire segments in the alternative layers in the last two
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tracks, (please refer to chapter 8.) If we expand such consideration in all tracks and
also allow the horizontal wire segments to be assigned in the vertical layer, we believe
that the routing performance of our router will be improved.
Mainly, the parameters used in the algorithm are G and the number of free nets.
Due to the flexibility of the proposed routing algorithm, any parameter that would
prove better in the future, or new wiring effects that could be found could also be
implemented in the framework of the proposed algorithm presented in this disserta
tion.

Figure 9.1 example cycle.tough in the 2-RM routing model
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Figure 9.3 example 3b in the 2-RM routing model
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Figure 9.8 Deutsch difficult example in the 2-RM routing model

Chapter 10
Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we briefly describe the major contributions of this dissertation
and demonstrate their future potential.

10.1 Contributions

1.

In this dissertation, we define four types of unsafe wires, which are not given
much attention in currently existing algorithms. In a given 2-RM-CRP instance,
routing any kind of these unsafe wires will make the completion of the routing
solution in

tracks impossible. Since no solid theoretical base has been

applied to the heuristic channel routing algorithms which has been proven to per
form well in most cases, the concepts and related theorems in this dissertation
can be applied to currently existing routing algorithms to improve the efficiency
of backtracking and routing performance.
2. Theoretically, the parameter G defined in chapter 6 characterizes the perfor
mance of the selected wire segments in most cases. Experimently, the proof of
the defined parameter G is shown in solving the benchmark problem [3] in the
2-RM routing model by maximizing the G value of selected F in each track.
Although we are not the first to solve this problem in d ^ tracks in the 2-RM
routing model, the algorithm proposed in this dissertation is more general, flexi
ble, effective, and simple than the one presented in 1983 [7].
3.

The consideration of the vertical constraint graph GK is emphasized in this
dissertation. For a given 2-RM-CRP, the related vertical constraint graph G*.
may contain a cycle, which has been a problem that no existing algorithms could
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solve convincingly. To handle this kind of problem, we first construct

so that

the set of non-cyclic vertical constraints £* and the set of cyclic vertical con
straints Ee are defined optimally in terms of the consideration of column density.
Then we level each vertex in

with proven theorems in chapter 5 so that fol

lowing the proven theorems to route the wires, the resulted lm„ and Ee are well
controlled and the cyclic vertical constraints in Ec are deleted optimally. Partial
evidence of the effectiveness of the constructed G ^ and related theorems are
shown experimentally in solving the cycle.tough in [12].
4.

The way we construct the F in each track: constructing candidate endpoints, con
structing candidate wires, constructing pointers, and finding F, is structural and
flexible. We believe that no extensive modification is needed to expand the
currently proposed routing algorithm in the 2-RM routing model to the ones in
other routing models. One example is shown in the extension of the proposed
channel routing algorithm to the three-layer router in chapter 7. When the threelayer router is considered, only trivial modification is needed in CONSTRUCTFEASIBLE-ENDPOINTS and the resulting three-layer router overwhelmingly
outperforms all existing three-layer routers. In the future, if any parameter
proves better than G, it also can be applied in CONSTRUCT-POINTERS to gen
erate better routing solutions.

5.

The application of the dynamic programming technique is also a key factor to the
success of the proposed routing algorithm. With the defined optimality criteria,
derived theorems, and dynamic programming technique, we can find the local
optimal set of non-overlapped feasible wire segments in each track under dif
ferent circumstances (of course, if the global optimal one can be found in each
track, then the channel routing problem is solved). From each local optimal rout
ing solution, we greedily approach the global optimal routing solution.
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6.

In fact, in the real world, the overlap and non-overlap routing models are not dis
tinguished clearly. Normally, we allow some limited length of overlaps to avoid
the electrical malfunction problem. Apparently, to adopt this kind of constraint in
the overlap routing model, we only need to control the candidate endpoints as
before.

7.

Traditionally, the lower bound of the channel width of the given 2-RM-CRP is
defined as dmx. In this dissertation, we show that, for some 2-RM-CRP instances,
the lower bound is dmtx+l but not dmx. There are two meanings in this finding.
First, for all the channel routing &rg&ithms in the 2-RM routing model, we show
when to stop looking for an impossibly better routing solution. Second, for all the
routing algorithms in track-by-track fashion in this routing model, we show
which kind of wires are defined as type 4 unsafe wire and which kind should be
avoided, since if they are routed, the theoretical optimal routing solution will
never be achieved.

8.

In this dissertation, we propose the concepts of in-span and out-span netsplittings. For in-span net-splitting, the optimal strategy is also proposed in con
sidering the parameter G. Due to the complex nature of CRP, to approach the
optimal routing solution, net-splitting is unavoidable. With the concepts of in
span net-splitting which make it possible to consider all kinds of wires in con
structing the pointers, the F constructed from the pointers can be claimed as
optimal. The obtaining of the optimal F makes it easy to detect the existence of
type 1 F without exhaustive search, which is adopted by some other routing
algorithms.
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10.2 F uture W ork

The main part of this dissertation is devoted to the channel routing algorithm in
the 2-RM routing model. With some minor modification in the algorithm and the
transformation of the routing solution, it can also be expanded to the channel routing
algorithms in 3-RM-O and 3-M-O routing models as shown in chapter 8.
Let

W/v-wo. WW-o. and Wm -no be the set of all routing solutions in the M-

O, M-NO, RM-O, and RM-NO routing models respectively for a given £-layer CRP
instance. Apparently,
W/tM-Hoc WW-o c W'w-o
and
WR M -N O GWat-MJ cWjif _ o .

If the overlaps will not cause electrical malfunction problems, we want to consider the
routing solutions in

Otherwise, we want to consider the routing solutions in

Wm-no'
Our two-layer router considers the routing solutions in the RM-NO routing
model. To explore better routing solutions, we should consider the routing solutions in
the M-NO routing model if the overlaps are not allowed, ( but not in the RM-O rout
ing model since in two-layer routing problems, if all the horizontal and vertical wire
segments are restricted to route in different layers, no overlaps are possible ). Other
wise, the routing solutions in the M -0 routing model is considered.
In the three-layer router, we only consider assigning the vertical wire segments
to the first and third layers of the channel in some cases. In fact, in the Manhattan
routing model, no wire segment is restricted to run in a certain layer in order to
explore the most freedom of routing the wires. This means that when a routing solu
tion in the M-O routing model is considered, the horizontal wire segments can also be
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allowed to run in the second layer of the channel to facilitate the routing of the wire
segments for other nets. If overlaps are not preferred, the routing solutions in the MNO routing model will be the next priority to be considered.
Progress of the current fabrication techniques in VLSI allows us to expect four or
more layers for routing in the very near future. When four or more layers are con
sidered, the layer assignment for each wire segment will play a more important role in
determining the routing solution, since improper layer assignment for some wire seg
ments will generate a via which will block the routing of the vertical or horizontal
wire segments for other nets. Furthermore, the structure of G** will play a less impor
tant role in determining the routing performance, since under such a routing environ
ment, the vertical constraints can not only be deleted from routing the horizontal wire
segments, as mentioned before, but can also be deleted through the via construction.
Currently, not many multi-layer routers exist[28,31]. From the routing solutions
in two and three layer routing models, we strongly believe that when the proposed
routing algorithm is expanded to a multi-layer router, it will outperform the currently
existing multi-layer channel routers.
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